Abstract
A model for understanding the city in terms of eight characteristic “city types” is proposed. The most human cities consist of adaptive city types that act in a congruent manner. Any city can be analyzed as a particular mixture of these eight types. Competing city types combine and interact in different ways, and users feel the result as an essential quality of the environment. Some types either add to, or cancel and destroy each other, whereas others can juxtapose without interacting. This eight-fold model of city types helps us to predict the success or failure of distinct urban regions in promoting urban life. It also suggests how to repair declining or non-existent pedestrian activity, and how architectural projects could affect the city adversely or positively. One section of this paper is devoted to techniques for designing urban spaces that invite human engagement, and another to designing a campus.
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Part 1: Eight city types

Introduction

A healthy city helps us to live and enjoy our lives fully, and that quality is determined by the urban structure.

Concepts mostly new to urban planning such as biophilia, complexity, fractals, and networks offer a better way of designing a city. The basis for these principles is theoretical, yet they lead directly to real-world applications. I’m addressing the results to a wider audience of practicing design professionals who wish to make their product better. I provide theoretical backing for new methods that work, and also identify what doesn’t. The eight-fold model has been derived from scientific inquiry and experiment. Urban fabric designed using the eight-fold model will foster a more human environment than what has been implemented in the past 70 years.

There exists an enormous market for good design and human-scale urban spaces, and, if given a choice, people will choose those. The proposed alternatives to the standard methods of design can be applied at little or no additional financial cost. Most developers already know that they can be more successful with good design than with bad. It’s simply a matter of understanding what is “good” versus what is “trendy”. In the case of government projects, where the benefit is meant to serve the inhabitants, these alternative design methods guarantee a more human result. Politicians who align themselves behind an innovative human-scale methodology better serve the interest of their constituents.

The forces behind the insipid global uniformization occurring everywhere combine pure ideology with a ruthless profit motive, and are not in the least interested in local identity and culture. Left to itself, this agenda imposes a homogeneous urban style. Cities or countries that resist this and attempt to assert their heritage and tradition are too often branded as “backward” in the international press, which is content to follow destructive fashions, and is thus complicit with efforts to erase local characteristics. My objective is to provide new tools for urbanists the world over wishing to protect their city from this transformation.

But there are occasional dangers of being led astray by standard practices, because the pragmatic recommendations presented here compete head-on with accepted typologies and solutions currently in use. A forward-looking architect understands the political and economic advantages of an innovative way of design thinking. This architect will be able to communicate these new proposals to politicians and developers, which will serve their collective interest. The media also play a key role, but they tend to take their cue from the architectural community, which is why it’s so important to convince the architects by providing proof.

Implementing urban innovations holds the greatest hope for the future of the world’s cities. I offer an alternative that is better for users and for the city as a whole, yet there is a lot of confusion on this point. Persons who have the power to push for positive change have become too used to building cities in a certain way. After decades of being told that building
with conventional typologies was the smart way to make cities, it will require sustained effort to appeal to the common sense and basic intuition of decision makers. But once the paradigm is exposed, and examples of what is bad about modern cities are revealed, they will immediately recognize the advantages of a new method.

**An abstract yet practical decomposition**

*The complexity of a city – for good or bad – is better understood by decomposing it into equally complex components.*

To gain a better understanding of the complexity of urban form and function, I propose eight abstract city types. Each one of these “pure” city types is described in terms of its mechanisms, morphology, and how it arises from construction and societal forces. The eight abstract “types” of cities correlate with distinct design methods and associated design philosophies. Some city types add to help one another, whereas others cancel and destroy each other. The actual built city – as observed and experienced – results from interactions among the eight different types. Cultural, social, political, economic, and geographical factors influence this interaction, creating the highly complex system that is the city.

**TABLE: THE EIGHT CITY TYPES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOURISHING-PHYSICAL</th>
<th>FRACTAL</th>
<th>NETWORK</th>
<th>SPONTANEOUS SELF-BUILT</th>
<th>VIRTUAL</th>
<th>DEVELOPER</th>
<th>ANTI-NETWORK</th>
<th>INHUMAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

I am not identifying eight theoretical types of city, but conjecture that every city is some mixture of these eight city types. The combinatoric possibilities of mixing distinct city types in various proportions makes possible an infinite variety of cities with different characteristics. A city also varies its mixture of city types in different places and regions, giving a heterogeneous quality of place. Moving a short distance exposes a user to an entirely different mixture of city types. Several older cities have managed to retain their living qualities, especially in rings around the historical center where the positive mixture of city types results in a healthy and attractive living environment.

At the opposite extreme, homogeneous cities have a poor mixture of city types, or consist predominantly of types that are not adaptive. A functionally homogeneous city that mixes unhealthy city types remains the same over large distances: no displacement suffices to escape from a deadening environment. For this reason, mono-functional zoning kills the life in a city by creating single-use, separated functional regions, each of them with a homogenous
destined use. The pedestrian realm is erased, leading to a homogeneous city with no room for the human scale and meaningful human activity.

This is not a personal opinion, but a mathematical result. A living city unites several component subsystems that depend upon each other. Physically separating the subsystems into abstract entities identified with a single function (instead of partitioning into the eight city types presented here) destroys the overall system. Planners have become aware of this condition, but many have yet to fully understand why this is so. It is because a system rigidly divided into single-use subsets (i.e. business, residential, light industrial zoning, etc.) loses all of the interlinked complexity that gives it its perceived living properties. Simplistic zones containing compartmentalized city functions are not system pieces working inside the whole, because the emergent properties due to their interactions have disappeared (see “The Law of Requisite Variety and the Built Environment”).

Living cities have a healthy mixture of uses that extend both in space, and in time. On the short term, the city also serves as an attractor of different users over different times of day, and in different seasons of the year. It is impossible, therefore, to “plan” the city for a unique segment of the population. Even if it is successful for its intended aim, the urban fabric is in danger of remaining unused during those times that the niche population group does not wish to use it. This gap in urban rhythms of occupation leads to urban pathologies.

In addition to environments that change as one moves around, a given place varies its composition of underlying city types over time. Over the long term, this evolution is due to both changing urban morphology, and to the restructuring of urban functions. The temporal development of urban form for different uses and as reacting to urban forces maintains the living city, although a wrong turn can degrade it.

Even though the eight-fold model presented here is original and distinct from previous urban design theories, several researchers have long studied city form as it is directly experienced. One such related school is Urban Morphology. (An entry to that discipline is the book by Serge Salat, Les Villes et Les Formes, [21]; the interesting recent paper by Rémi Louf and Marc Barthelemy, A typology of street patterns [17]; and our intersection with that approach, Urban Nuclei and the Geometry of Streets: the Emergent Neighborhoods Model, [40])

My own work evolves directly from that of Christopher Alexander [1–3].

What each city type does

The eight city types evolved together at different times, but our age has forgotten what each type contributes to the city.

Cities were originally created by people extending their own biology and mind into the built environment [2]. Human functions that demand close proximity with others led to clustering and living in urban densities. To accommodate those functions in a manner that is not dysfunctional or oppressive, city form and the shaping of both interior and exterior spaces evolved into what we see today in traditional settlements. Living urban patterns are the result of flows (pedestrian movement, bicycle and vehicular transport, mass transit, etc.)
and the partial enclosure of urban space by buildings, but not the other way around. Looking at how a city works in relation to its inhabitants, rather than the image it produces, gives us a better way to understand and manage urban places.

The resulting urban conceptions – both positive and negative – are represented in the eight-fold model of abstract city types. They can be conveniently plotted together as an octet, shown in the following figure:

![Fig. 1. The eight-fold model of city types](image)

Once you know what to look for, the presence of each city type can be easily recognized while experiencing a piece of urban fabric in person. Knowing the different forces that generate the different city types helps to identify them. Ultimately, the objective is practical: reshaping existing cities by combining the healthy city types will guarantee a more human environment.

The industrialized world experienced a drastic discontinuity after the beginning of the 20th Century. Industrial models of city form were imposed on urban structure. Curiously, no experiments were ever undertaken to verify whether these non-evolved industrial-modernist typologies were in any way optimally adapted to human needs, or even minimally acceptable for the users. Today, it is idealized abstractions of “images of technology” rather than technology itself that impact the city’s shape.

We face several obstacles in implementing the eight-fold model to re-build cities. Modern development, given its need for (and impetus from) capital investment, is more often fueled by profit that from satisfying people’s needs. Wherever construction is profit-driven without strong and knowledgeable administrative authority in place, forces other than maximizing profit are neglected. It is very easy to override (through political influence and corruption) government regulations destined to protect the human user. Local authorities, whose job it is to protect humans from unsafe and unhealthy environments, are often unable to understand, in a qualitative sense, how different types of development lead to totally different end results. And thus those authorities continue to permit bad environments to be constructed.
Type 1. The Nourishing-physical city

The architect’s deepest moral responsibility is to provide a healthy environment for people, where all design components contribute to human wellbeing.

Human beings respond viscerally to forms, colors, surfaces, and spaces. Those reactions are built into our neurological system. Unless we are forced to ignore our basic instinctive response to the immediate environment, we respond according to how our body was designed by evolution. This predisposition has the fundamental consequence that ALL human beings respond in the same way to the elements of forms and spaces in their environment: however, some persons override their instinctive body reactions in order to interpret the city differently in terms of some learned response. (The universality of human responses is established by the work of Edward O. Wilson [24], who disproved assumptions by sociologists claiming isolating cultural preferences).

A traditional city (e.g. the historic center of Krakow) was built by humans for humans to maximize a physical sense of wellbeing that sustains, nourishes, and heals. Urban spaces are connected to flows (e.g. pedestrian, bicycle, vehicular, and public transport) and they cradle human life by providing this psychologically-welcoming environment. People built cities according to their emotions and needs, and functionality that threatened those criteria (buildings or street design that create anxiety in the pedestrian) did not automatically override our neurological signals from the built form. Emotional feedback was valued just as much as mechanical efficiency, therefore, urbanism developed in a balanced tension between mechanical functionality and human feelings. By following its psychological responses, humankind evolved ideal design solutions found today in historical cities: a combination of urban structures on all scales that create the welcoming human environments sought after by both residents and tourists. This fact explains why people from all over the world enjoy the humanity and life found in the best-preserved pieces of traditional urban fabric, and will pay to experience it. Global tourism is a trillion-dollar industry.

Understanding how and why physical built form can give back nourishment to a person comes in part from Biophilia. This is the notion that our body responds positively to the presence of biological forms in our immediate environment (due to Edward O. Wilson: [14]). Those biological forms include both living beings as well as their representations; hence the importance of figurative representational art throughout the ages. The positive effect is also triggered by ordered abstract designs representing the mathematical patterns found in biological systems. Abstract complex patterns such as those found throughout Islamic Art and embodied in the ornamental traditions of all human societies have a strongly healing effect. Their purpose is to foster a greater sense of wellbeing by combating anxious impulses in our mind (see my booklet Biophilia and Healing Environments [29]).

The local (close-range) 1characteristics of Biophilia are responsible for the immediate response of our body to the built environment. Elements of Biophilia also include our perception of space up to large distances, the presence of water, and the quality of natural light on the scene. Those factors have to do with the angle of view opening up to larger scales. For this reason, it is essential to establish coordination among a variety of different structures/
elements on all urban scales. A Nourishing-physical city depends upon a perceivable coherent morphology on all scales.

Positive connectivity with the immediate environment goes beyond biophilia. The best cases urge our connection viscerally, and we feel that we inhabit a healing environment. This positive connection occurs through geometry and coherence: it’s what we experience in a great historical religious building. Spaces, overhangs, walls, and surfaces can be either psychologically hostile or welcoming; we could feel either threatened or safe from traffic or other pedestrians, etc. Any urban or architectural element that induces anxiety degrades our experience of the environment because we cannot suppress neurological signals of alarm. Consequently, we retreat from the public into a private realm.

**Type 2. The Fractal city**

An obsession with “design purity” and formalism removes the life-sustaining qualities of the built environment.

A “fractal” reveals complex structure at every scale of magnification. Examples in nature include a cauliflower, a fern leaf, and the mammalian lung, whereas artificial fractals are found in computer graphics. The point to note is that even artificial fractals look very “natural”. In addition to showing a hierarchy of complex structure at all different levels of scale, coherent fractals exhibit self-similarity: any portion magnified by a fixed scaling factor will have similarities with the unmagnified structure. Pure mathematical fractals look identical when magnified by the scaling factor specific to that fractal. Cities were first interpreted as fractals by Michael Batty and his research associates [8; 36: Chapter 6].

Fractal structures depart from smoothness either by perforation, or by folding and accretion (two very different mechanisms). Perforation creates walls that have holes in them for doors and windows. The anti-fractal smooth, sheer wall is pierced, even if it is a glass curtain wall. Living urban interfaces were very often perforated, blocking vehicles while allowing pedestrians to flow freely (e.g. bollards, arcades, etc.). Perforation allows pedestrian flows to diffuse across such a semi-permeable barrier, like organic membranes that stop one element while letting another one pass through. A fractal also arises from folding a wall into meandering curves or extruded corners. Accretions add smaller scales to the fractal. Such urban boundaries with cusps for activity pockets abound in historical cities.

Living cities are fractal because mechanisms exist and work on every scale, from 1 cm to 10 km. This makes sense when we consider how human activity takes place on many different levels of scale. Our intimate living spaces contain the scales 15 cm to 3 m, whereas our tactile and visual senses look for ordered structure to define living environments below that: 1 mm to 15 cm. Those are the scales of traditional ornament and patterns found in natural materials such as wood and stone. On the urban scale, distinct human activities create distinct and well-defined urban structures to accommodate them, ranging from 3 m up to the size of the entire city. Elements of the urban fabric containing ornamental, architectural, and urban scales must be individually created, then made coherent with each other. The process of creating coherence coordinates flows and organizes urban space and its boundaries to support those flows.
The notion of fractal connectivity has philosophical implications. The large-scale universe is known to be connected to its small-scale details. Physics acts by recursion across scales. Fractal connectivity occurs in nature and in traditional and vernacular architectures, which have semi-permeable boundaries within semi-permeable boundaries (i.e. nothing is abruptly separated, and structure exists on all scales). But fractal connectivity is absent from industrial 20th century architectural and urban forms. In a profound sense, those 20th century non-fractal structures are anti-natural, and are perceived that way (see my book with Michael Mehaffy, Design for a Living Planet [31]).

An essential geometrical feature of a fractal is its inverse-power distribution of sizes: it has only a few large pieces, several of intermediate size, but very many small ones. The smaller the pieces, the more of them there are. The universal power-law distribution requires that “the number of components in a system is inversely proportional to their size”. This distribution of sizes is obeyed by most natural systems (e.g. DNA, lungs, blood vessels, nerves, etc.), as well as by complex artificial systems (e.g. the world-wide web, electrical power grids, etc.). The abstract design process that gave rise to over-scaled repetitive urban and architectural forms since the Second World War is clearly the geometrical opposite. The repetitive forms of post-war design are fixed at a single scale, eliminating the human spectrum of smaller scales in the fractal distribution.

Traditional urban fabric is fractal because it shows variation and structure on many smaller scales: it is perforated; it folds and interweaves; it has extrusions and encloses courtyards; it is permeable through arcades; the roads have different capacity; buildings have openings and windows and tectonic subdivisions, etc. Eliminating the spatial fractality characteristic of living cities was done for an imagined “industrial efficiency”. For example, strictly rectangular block buildings without smaller-scale subdivisions are not fractal. A grid of same-size roads without lower-scale branching is not fractal.

People who build for themselves will naturally create fractal expressions for the simple reason that human creative thought works simultaneously on many different scales. Human physiology is essentially fractal (see Pavements as Embodiments of Meaning for a Fractal Mind, co-authored with Terry M. Mikiten and Hing-Sing Yu, Chapter 7 in my book A Theory of Architecture [27]). Self-built or informal settlements have a fractal structure, but only for the small and intermediate scales. What is missing from most informal urban settlements are the larger scales. Traditional cities include those because they were designed with interventions by a higher organizational authority. But when a city is entirely formed by bottom-up forces, the larger organizational scales are missing.

Fractal structure occurs not only in the spatial, but also in the temporal dimension: a city works on time scales of 1 sec to 10 years and more (e.g. the center of Rome). At least it should, because human activities encompass the entire spectrum of time periods. Urban spatial and temporal fractalities mimic natural and biological structures and rhythms. But this essential quality was disrupted with the coming of industrial-modernist urbanism. The imposition of large-scale forms and single-use (mono-functional) zoning squeezed the rich spectrum of human actions into rigid time periods, seriously limiting the users’ quality of life. This also affects education and learning in an institutional model, because children are much more sensitive to the absence of fractality from their environment.
Type 3. The Network city

We need to reverse the conception of the city as a collection of forms, to determine instead how those forms encourage human movement.

The city is a connecting mechanism, exactly like an organism connects its internal parts. A city’s original reason for existence was to enable intimate contact among persons at close distances. Life is defined by networks, not buildings, hence a living city works because of its many overlapping networks of flows. Unless pedestrian flows in the city are encouraged, and are protected by means of intelligent urban furniture and the careful design of crossover points, they will cease.

The connective network of a city consists of overlapping yet competing networks of distinct character: pedestrian, bicycle, local automobile and truck, faster through roads, long-distance vehicular, light rail, etc. Each of these networks has different strength and requires a distinct geometry, infrastructure, and topology. For example, the pedestrian network mandates straight-line connections, because humans naturally minimize bodily effort. Cars, on the other hand, can easily take a more circuitous route to their destination. Yet we see the reverse rules applied in 20th century planning: making roads wide and straight for cars, while forcing pedestrian paths to wind around features meant for the car city, or eliminating them altogether.

It’s trivially easy just to plan straight roads that maximize vehicular speed, but much more difficult to design the complex interwoven connections of the pedestrian realm and its proper feeding by the road network. The design of interfaces ideally protects the weaker flow at nodes where distinct networks cross. Otherwise, weak flows are cut, leaving only the physically stronger flows. The same phenomenon occurs when increasing road width discourages small-scale and low-speed traffic (e.g. bicycles and slow-moving cars), and favors only faster and heavier vehicular traffic.

In places like Tokyo and New Delhi the pedestrian flow is not especially protected by urban design. But the population density is so large that pedestrian flow continues even though it is threatened by vehicular traffic. What is occurring is that the pedestrian flow network has comparable strength to the vehicular flow network, so the two exist in a competitive yet balanced equilibrium. True, in those settings, the pedestrian is exposed to an enormous amount of stress! But what kills the pedestrian network in US cities is the enormous distance between nodes, something that is actively planned for to accommodate only automobile traffic.

Urban planners cater to developer’s needs (who in turn are driven by profit and competition) to do a simple formal design – a “one size fits all” lacking small-scale negotiations – that by its very nature negates the necessary complexity that develops naturally over time. If society does not oblige planners to implement both pedestrian and vehicular flows correctly, as components of a larger network, then planning professionals will simply ignore the difficult part of urban design. We have to approach the problem as distinct networks, with the added complication of ensuring their proper interface. Urban planning needs to solve far more complex problems than professionals are used to dealing with (see [34]).
A city planned uniquely for fast automotive traffic is not a living city. We experience the Network city in traditional settlements where flows occur spontaneously (at a temporal scale appropriate to humans); flows compete and overlap at different points in the urban fabric, yet manage to co-exist over large portions without destroying each other. It is essential to protect the weak flows (i.e. pedestrians) from stronger flows (i.e. automobiles and trucks) by means of intentional structures such as bollards, raised pavements, arcades and colonnades; all elements of traditional urban structure that were eliminated by industrial modernism.

There has been important pioneering work on understanding cities in terms of their flows and networks, instead of their buildings and physical massing by Christopher Alexander [1], Jan Gehl [11], and Kevin Lynch [18]. My own work follows from that [36, Chapter 1: Theory of the Urban Web]. This network approach forces us to revise long-standing misconceptions about urban causality. Namely, erecting a massive building will not necessarily make it useful, nor will it automatically connect it to the surrounding urban life. That will depend almost exclusively upon the networks the new building sets up, and whether those succeed in connecting to existing networks.

The same reasoning applies to newly-created urban spaces. So many cities fell into the trap of commissioning an urban space, which was approved on the basis of an image or drawing (i.e. a formal rendering). While such an urban space may be visually attractive, it will actually be used only if it creates a complex network. Urban flows, in turn, depend upon several critical factors: a rather wide swath of the surrounding region; whether flows already exist there; and if the new insertion is capable of connecting to them and channeling them through the urban space (The Network city is treated in [36, Chapter 1: Theory of the Urban Web” & Chapter 6: Connecting the Fractal City].

**Type 4. The Spontaneous self-built city**

The human brain has intrinsic design skills that were applied throughout history to build cities, without the need for architects or planners.

The world is facing a population problem where over 1 billion (out of 4 billion) city-dwellers live in slum conditions. The spontaneous forms erected by self-built settlements, unfettered by formal design, mimic biological growth. This phenomenon is positive as far as including Biophilia into the city structure, but self-built urbanism could have serious problems (e.g. the favelas in Rio de Janeiro; Dharavi in Mumbai). A single family builds its own dwelling, where the people use available, local, and scrap materials. Those materials tend to be manufactured rather than natural, and are not naturally adapted to impromptu building; they might collapse with severe weather conditions. Yet here is certainly the most efficient manifestation of sustainability. Energy use is minimal, for the simple reason that none is available, while centrally-generated energy sources are pirated to support life in the informal settlements.

Vernacular or indigenous settlements house most of the world’s population, but only a fraction of them are “slums”. They are however despised by academic architectural culture. Genuine slums do have problems. In addition to often-terrible living conditions because of poverty and the lack of health and other essential facilities, there is usually
no infrastructure; there is minimal access and poor connectivity because of the absence of transverse large-scale roads. This last point has to do with incomplete fractality: informal settlements are built by the family, not by any higher organized entity, and therefore lack ordering on the larger scale. This turns into a major deficiency, because network connectivity is compromised.

Another problem is that there is often no land ownership in illegal settlements. This legal obstacle prevents a family from upgrading its house, as was always done during the historical evolution of the city, because it’s not worth investing effort in something that can be taken away at any moment. The slum thus remains perpetually in a decayed state, with no incentive at upgrading by its residents because they are not “owners”. This is what happens in places like Brazil. Contrast this with informal settlements in countries where land deeds have been awarded by the government: this occurs with the informal settlements in Turkey (in expectation of votes, of course!). We observe a slow but striking evolution towards better-constructed and more permanent urban fabric.

The process of upgrading buildings over time eventually generated historical cities as we know them. Many if not most settlements began informally in this manner. Another set of cities was initially centrally planned as military or colonial settlements: Roman camps that later evolved into European cities, and the Laws of the Indies used by the Spanish to found numerous cities in Latin America. Those are still recognizable today with a more-or-less rectangular Hippodamean grid at their core. A few cities remain formally planned since their founding.

If the regulatory/financial power that shapes today’s cities understood the process generating the Spontaneous Self-built city, then we could solve one of the pressing questions of humankind. All over the world, informal settlements are growing out of control. This is a natural process, as much as centralized government is threatened by it. The solution proposed here is to “go with the flow” and insert infrastructure to create an informal city with an acceptable quality of life. This can only be done by acknowledging the forces driving the Spontaneous Self-built city, working with it and not trying to destroy it and replace it with the industrial-modernist model (My book P2P Urbanism [37] develops strategies for upgrading informal settlements).

**Type 5. The Virtual city**

*Virtual connectivity gives support for the nourishing old-fashioned city, and makes the “futuristic-looking” city irrelevant.*

Information and communications technologies enable global connectivity. A person can live anywhere, and is able to connect to the world. To inhabit the built environment today means living part of one’s life inside the Virtual city. Nevertheless, life in the Virtual city is detached from urban geometry. This separation would appear to validate industrial-modernist living environments – such as apartments in high-rises on the periphery. The virtual world accessible through a screen was initially constructed from metaphors taken from the physical world, although it has its own framework and special rules. This transfer of physical into virtual worlds faces the major danger of bringing about techno-seclusion, a problem that is a consequence of design.
Many people with laptops work in emotionally-comfortable public environments. People choose (from among an infinite number of alternatives) those places having the human qualities of traditional urban fabric, and feel the need to be in close proximity and to share physical space with other humans (i.e. in cafés). This is the primal force of urbanization, and those frequented places are decidedly urban. Anyone in that situation can decide where to work from, yet they crave biophilic, architectural, and urban qualities that we identify with traditional city places.

Our built environment should have the goal of emphasizing essential human qualities through positive visceral emotions. Otherwise, people will conveniently withdraw to the emotionally-welcoming environment of the Virtual city, leaving an emotionally-dead industrial-modernist city (Inhuman city). The Virtual city incorporates “human” characteristics as a main reason for why it works (and also abuses them). Abandoning the Nourishing-physical city opens up the potential for human abuse within the Virtual city. Along with all the wonderful opportunities it affords, the Virtual city also includes a dystopia of manipulative social media, a vicious jungle full of ravenous predators. Anyone can pretend to be what they are not, bypassing our built-in system of verification that works only when we encounter strangers face-to-face in the physical city.

Why do the media enthusiastically promote fashionable design trends linked together with the virtual city? They are not related. We are masters of technology and can often work from our laptop in any physical setting we find. Our body reacts negatively to psychologically hostile places, regardless of all the media hype about their famous architect. We avoid them. Current societal trends are indisputably hostile to the millennial urban environment. Few people seem to have noticed this apocalyptic danger threatening the physical city.

**Type 6. The Developer city**

*The marketplace has failed, for the most part, to select life-enhancing architectural and urban typologies.*

This city type is not based on morphology, but includes the forces that drive urban construction. In many places around the world, the government or commercial developers predominantly decide what gets built. (I am excluding many private residences.) The implemented models could be entirely arbitrary: the principal consideration is that they were built previously and can therefore be copied. It is enough that they make a lot of money for the developers and construction industry. Developers do analyze what works or not, otherwise their work is less successful, hence less profitable. If the public, through ignorance or manipulation, accepts minimally-satisfactory typologies, then that’s what developers build as the easiest solution.

The business of construction is an economic engine for industry. Building on speculation, not immediate needs, makes enormous profits through marketing. The formula is the following:

1. Find a cheap method of building that is efficient for the supporting industries of construction, finance, regulations, and permitting;
2. Make a deal with the government authorities to allow such construction without examining the human consequences. Developers don’t necessarily get away with this, but do so often enough to make the ploy worthwhile;

3. Construct as a speculative financial venture;

4. Use advertizing to sell the units, or sell the entire building wholesale to the Government and let it worry about occupancy issues.

This model makes social housing into an excellent profit scheme for the developer (but often creates a nightmare world for the eventual residents).

There are various types of developers implementing different models. One builds suburban subdivisions at the city’s edge on cheaper agricultural land. This is assembly-line construction, built on speculation. It is cost-effective because each step of the process is well-known. The permitting process involving identical units is highly simplified, hence advantageous. There are no potential surprises because the developer thinks that the product is what the market wants. In fact, this is not the case. The developer, by insisting on standardization, shapes the market by offering only the same type of suburban house. Even if there are several developers, all of them tend to build the same thing; hence there is really no market choice.

Another model followed on already built (and possibly degraded) sites is to destroy and replace, instead of repairing existing urban fabric. Vastly more profit is made from complete re-building rather than upgrading existing structures. But at the same time, with developer-driven speculative and government construction done in the cheapest possible manner, there often remains no alternative to tearing down existing structures completely before rebuilding. This practice perpetuates a hugely unsustainable model. The model turns destructive when it is applied to demolish solid buildings from the past.

When you tear down pre-industrial homes you lose a greater variety of scales. Most new residential construction uses modular paradigms, which forces uniform sizes everywhere. Trying to save money, the psychologically comfortable 11 and 12 foot (3.35 to 3.66 meter) ceilings and unusual, attractive, and restful spaces in earlier homes are forgotten; a thing of the past. Low-ceilinged contemporary homes are oddly scaled next to human beings, and compared to the older homes that adapted to human spatial sensibilities. The standardized rectangular footprint in new tract houses also obsessively conforms to a simplistic modular form.

The user feels the physiological and psychological effects of the Developer city, which range widely. Developers are not primarily concerned with adaptation to human needs, but only to make the largest profit in the shortest possible time. Developers can employ healthy and tested typologies, but also discredited inhuman ones. It’s no surprise why developers build an anti-fractal city (in both the city center and suburban sprawl); that is due to ignorance. The media and academia worsen the situation by perversely condemning fractal urban models while praising the anti-fractal ones.
Type 7. The Anti-network city

_Ideology and special interests killed an essential dimension of the living city by eliminating pedestrian connections._

Are there eight or six city types? The reality of type plus anti-type comes from elementary particle physics, where we observe particle and antiparticle pairs having opposite properties. Because this concept is obviously not standard in urban thinking, I have included the anti-types as separate entries in the eight-fold classification. Yet logically and practically, it suffices to know the characteristics of a particular city type, then to do the contrary in order to generate the anti-type. Hence the two pairs of annihilating opposites: Network/Anti-network cities, and Nourishing-physical/Inhuman cities.

Two city types describe deficient complex systems that negate essential characteristics. Understanding why this negative action happens is essential to repairing existing urban fabric. People need to physically connect to urban nodes, those places where a critical threshold of pathways cross, and where points of interchange are situated. Nodes include work, school, food stores, retail, administration, and church; everywhere a person needs to be physically present in daily life. In the Network city, the nodes are placed so as to be physically accessible, and the connective networks link all these nodes together in a way that makes life more a pleasure than a burden. Design of new urban fabric, or the repair of existing one, starts with the nodes and then facilitates path formation.

The Anti-network city situates essential nodes outside the range of pedestrian movement. With one stroke, a vast number of connections in the Network city are severed (because nobody can walk to a large number of destinations), thus making access problematic. In order for it to function at all, the Anti-network city consumes enormous amounts of fossil fuel. Why was a deliberate and huge step backwards in urban connectivity implemented by so many cities following World War II? The answer is known and documented. Planning laws were re-written under pressure from automobile and petroleum companies. They aimed to privilege the automobile for all daily movement, and post-war planning succeeded in that.

The apparently innocuous idea of introducing the automobile to the dense city (so convenient for our daily lives) back in the 1920s, momentarily displaced us but permanently changed the very structure of the urban fabric to privilege vehicles, which then permanently displaced us. This is actually the main cause of many issues explained in this paper.

Here are the origins of the four-way conflict between opposite pairs of urban structural qualities:

1. Pedestrians versus motor vehicles;
2. The conflict between human-scale versus inhuman-scale urban fabric;
3. Intricate urban fabric adapting to pedestrian movement versus monolithic designs adapting to vehicles;

The Anti-network city fundamentally negates what the Network city achieves, in terms of human wellbeing. Still, the Anti-network city represents the evolution of a distinct city type
as the result of a sequence of key decisions taken by citizens, planners, and politicians. It did not arise randomly, but was carefully planned for one particular benefit that most everyone wanted at the time.

**Type 8. The Inhuman city**

*Design based on machine fetish and a fanatical hatred of the past created many of the standard typologies in use today.*

I come to the most problematic of the eight city types: the Inhuman city. Could architects and planners deliberately design a type of city that is hostile to human beings? Unfortunately, yes. To understand this, it is helpful to consider the social narrative that the contemporary world is built upon.

In the 1920s, it was assumed without reflection that the “city of the future” bore absolutely no resemblance to the traditional city. The world’s majority housing stock of vernacular/indigenous buildings was summarily dismissed as inappropriate for our times. The problem is that this way of thinking is never diagnosed as pathological. Consequently, a set of typologies whose principal objective was to replace and undo traditional ones is endlessly praised and replicated. Protests from select individuals who perceive these industrial-modernist environments to be inhuman are countered by the same propagandistic message of “progress”, “innovation”, and “sacrifices for a better future” that drove anti-traditional typologies to be implemented in the first place.

It is useful to consider an analogous biological condition to describe this phenomenon. In an autoimmune disease, the body’s system for attacking invading pathogens turns instead to destroying the healthy body. Even though it evolved to protect the body from foreign invaders, our immune system can be tricked into turning against the body itself. A similar thing happened to cities.

Design rules adopted after World-War II had a drastic effect on the quality of life in terms of what could be absorbed from the environment (and distinct from amenities available through technology). The living urban environment found in traditional cities (those without major problems) was no longer identified as the “body” of the city that we desired, but as something alien that must be removed. This unfortunate switching came about from an ideological-political dismissal of the past and everything associated with it (after World War I).

Readers from outside the discipline might think that this is a crazy situation. But those from within the discipline will recognize the obstacles to changing the *status quo* that supports rows of repeated concrete block housing, ill-defined windswept open space, glass skyscrapers in all climates, cookie-cutter dormitory sprawl houses, suburban subdivisions accessible only via a single collector road, etc. Those typologies are deeply ingrained in architectural culture and are supported by an explanatory framework (The ideology behind the Inhuman City is discussed in Chapter 9: Geometrical Fundamentalism, written with Michael Mehaffy, of my book A Theory of Architecture [27]).
The actual city we live in

People can liberate their deepest feelings to sense a city, and justify those visceral responses using the eight-fold model.

By revealing many of the mechanisms that govern urban form, the eight-fold model provides a handy diagnostic tool. It helps us to predict how well distinct city regions work, based on which city types are found there. We need this knowledge for deciding what should be added or changed in order to make a place function better. It also identifies what to preserve from an otherwise mistaken upgrading. Without this understanding, disasters occur through urban interventions that make no sense except as a superficial visual design. So many radical re-structurings destroy (out of ignorance of urban processes) what is already there and is working perfectly.

We live in a wide variety of cities, each of which contains a different mix of city types. The city type mixtures create a visible recognizable morphology in different neighborhoods. Distinct combinations of the eight city types have drastically different consequences for the quality of city life.

Experiencing a particular piece of urban fabric, an observer asks: “what qualities are present to make this a lively city?” Or, conversely, “what qualities are present, and which ones are lacking so that I experience this city as lacking human life (not to be confused with impressive buildings)?” One can look for spatial structure on different scales (Fractal city); temporal activities of different periods that are encouraged by the urban morphology (Fractal city); the presence of plants and other human beings (Biophilia/Nourishing-physical city) and ornamentation and the use of natural materials that produce the same positive connective effect (Biophilia/Nourishing-physical city); the freedom of choice to move about using a variety of transport channels: pedestrian, public transport, private vehicles (Network city), and so on.

The opposite situation – when we sense the city fabric to be without life – also lends itself to analysis in terms of the eight city types. We look for the causes of unease and see sheer, smooth, and forbidding walls, either windowless concrete, metal, or curtain-wall glass (Inhuman city); the elimination of fractal qualities and the removal of color (Inhuman city); highly restricted possibilities of movement (Anti-network city); giant buildings (monolithic office towers that occupy an entire city block) or urban plazas that feel oppressive to those who experience them (Developer city); housing blocks that no child feels love for and cannot find a spot with psychological comfort to play in (Developer city), etc. As explained later, the Developer city could choose to add with the Nourishing-physical city by following rules for creating parks, pedestrian trails, playgrounds, and urban spaces.

This reasoning raises an alarm about introducing abstract sculptural or oversize buildings without biophilic, fractal, and symmetry qualities into the urban fabric, something that is welcomed enthusiastically by today’s architectural culture. But even a tiny injection of pathological city types can ruin a living city. The vast majority of world architecture up until our times had biophilic qualities (combining fractals, symmetries, scaling, geometrical coherence, etc.). Deliberately opposing precedent, more recent buildings mimic the formal (i.e. image-based) aspects of non-living environments such as wind-sculpted rocks, blocks of ice, which have nothing in common with living structures.
Part 2: City type interactions

Diagnosis followed by healing interventions

The eight-fold model is used to diagnose morphological urban pathologies, and offers the framework for finding the appropriate healing treatment.

We can follow steps to diagnose and repair diseased urban fabric. The value of the eight-fold model lies in defining the distinct city types so that they – or their absence – can be recognized in an actual city. Unhealthy urban fabric can be diagnosed to determine whether and which unhealthy city type is present. If it is, then long-term planning steps have to be set up to eventually remove it. The corollary, diagnosing the absence of a healthy city type, prompts a similar planning effort to implement mechanisms that will build up the missing city type over time.

At the same time, many of the urban pathologies we face today are the result of combining political ideology with commercial forces. Present-day planning practice has picked up unhealthy and unreasonable taboos that act against the life of a city. As a consequence, some healthy city types are banned, and are thus not found as integral components of the contemporary city. I suggest how to add those back to create a living environment. Once explained in these clear terms, the solution is easy to recognize and implement; yet we are fighting an ignorance of the mechanisms responsible for urban morphology that led to those misunderstandings.

Of special interest is discovering that adding certain city types in combinations that were long forbidden (e.g. Nourishing-physical + Spontaneous Self-built city) helps us to create a healing environment. Digging into the original reasoning behind such condemnations exposes their poor logic, and opens the door to revision. Many healthy combinations of city types in the eight-fold model are now ignored and forgotten, because a simplistic non-organic model of the city has been applied for so long as to become standard.

The complexity of a model for cities cannot be too low. Simplistic (one-dimensional) models are both useless and dangerous. According to Ross Ashby’s “Law of Requisite Variety”, a model of a complex system itself has to have some minimum threshold of complexity (see my article: The Law of Requisite Variety and the Built Environment [38]). Take the analogy with a map of a territory. Maps are necessary for representation and navigation, but too simple a map misses many crucial features. On the other hand, a map that includes too much information is also useless because it is too complicated. Jorge Luis Borges described the extreme case in his essay On exactitude in science (reproduced in my book with Michael Mehaffy, Design for a Living Planet [31]).

When communicating to decision-makers and politicians, however, an urbanist has to simplify the message drastically. Politicians may be intelligent, but they can have competing interests, and their lexicon is quite different from that of an architect or urbanist. Therefore, advice must be offered to decision-makers in simple and compact form. The eight-fold model makes the components of a living city easy to explain. Urbanists must constantly monitor what politicians are actually implementing, to correct for mistakes due to short-term thinking.
A healthy future for humankind can only come about by stopping design ideology and special interests from destroying living environments.

Certain combinations of city types generate a living city, whereas other combinations define a sick city. Interactions among city types are like mixing cooking ingredients. Some combinations enhance each other, whereas others don’t match or instead cancel each other. Compatible city types add and overlap to create living urban fabric. The measure by which to judge the result is how well users are able to conduct their daily tasks in a pleasant and especially a healing environment. This is not an aesthetic or intellectual judgment – a sick city wastes enormous quantities of energy to run, it spoils people’s everyday life, and is worst for children.

Juxtaposition and mutual annihilation depend upon local circumstances. In practice, opposite city types can co-exist next to each other in close proximity. But obviously they can never support each other. The forces that make conflicting city types work, and the forces they themselves generate, will always clash on the ground and thus strain the functionality and geometry of the city. This observation does not refer to a healthy diversity: that’s due to entirely different yet complementary urban elements coming together. Here, instead, we have strict opposition and not union.

The idea of two city types annihilating each other helps to explain some dynamics of urban morphology. Forces that generate mutually incompatible city types cannot act on the same point: either one city type or its opposite will be built there. No overlapping mixture or compromise solution is then possible. The eight-fold model explains why dramatic discontinuities are generated, such as slums adjoining exclusive high-rise communities separated by a high fence. There is complete urban contrast on either side of the separating boundary.

Adjoining but incompatible city types create an urban discontinuity. For example, the Spontaneous Self-built city is able to co-exist next to upper-class high-rises. An
impenetrable border arises as a natural insulating phenomenon. Morphological urban equilibrium is achieved only because of this urban boundary. Tearing down the wall destroys one city type – the Spontaneous Self-built city – to replace it with the Developer city. The developer colludes with the state to forcibly evict the residents from the slum, and then erects more luxury high-rises on the vacated land. The alternative can also happen after the wall is taken down: local crime invades the high-rises, forcing the upper and middle classes to move out. The Spontaneous Self-built city takes over the Developer city.

Opposing forces acting within the regions from the two sides protect the distinct city types from each other. The impenetrable wall is simply the geometrical expression of where opposing forces meet in a balanced tension, like the militarized border between two hostile countries. Government and powerful commercial forces that run the “official” city oppose the small businesses and organized crime that run the informal settlement. The border delineates where one set of forces transitions into the other. As long as these two sets of forces have comparable strength, the border remains more-or-less stable. Otherwise, one of the city types takes over and displaces the other.

This phenomenon of encroachment and annihilation extends to contrasted situations other than the forced demolition of slums. Driven by greed, perfectly functional traditional neighborhoods the world over have been invaded and destroyed. A Nourishing-physical city is replaced by the Developer city employing industrial-modernist typologies. The replacement looks, feels, and works very differently from what it replaced. Most often, the capacity for urban life is drastically reduced. The victim settlement could not garner enough political support to oppose the combined power of the developer acting with local government against the current residents’ interests.

**Cooperation and addition**

Addition is a basic operation defined only between objects with common qualities; otherwise things remain separated.

The interactions among city types can be of several kinds:
1. True addition – superposition: every building, path, and portion of urban space add to create a harmonious whole;
2. Coexistence – juxtaposition: several buildings that, because of their geometry and floor plan, relate minimally to one-another;
3. No interaction – isolation: a building disconnected and unrelated to the urban fabric it is situated in;
4. Destruction – mutual annihilation: one building, small or large, is sufficiently non-adaptive to make the surrounding urban space hostile and unpleasant to use.

Looking at the city as an organism clarifies its functioning subsystems. Several independent structural frameworks – the eight city types – have to cooperate, balancing their mutual competition for resources (such as ground space). When all the subsystems act in unison, they link and depend upon each other. Each distinct city type contributes a complementary
functionality to the city. Without the healthy city types present and interacting positively, not only do we experience a city as severely limited, but it has sustainability problems as well.

There are deep mathematical reasons why some architectural and urban elements can or cannot combine to provide a better urban function and experience. The general rule for the addition of city types is: “Only elements that share systemic complexity with each other can join their systems together into a larger whole”. (An analogy is Velcro that will not attach to a smooth surface). Therefore, the process of addition – in what way they come together – is just as important as the city types present on the ground, because they can add, or simply juxtapose, or even annihilate each other.

Healthy city types

Good city design has to apply only city types that create a healthy human environment, and not their opposites.

It is worthwhile listing those city types that contribute more-or-less to a healthy city for the majority of users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE: FIVE HEALTHY CITY TYPES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOURISHING-PHYSICAL CITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETWORK CITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRACTAL CITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPONTANEOUS SELF-BUILT CITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIRTUAL CITY – only under certain circumstances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These city types link strongly to natural and biological structure, and are thus better for us (by acting positively on our physiology and psychology). A city combining them correctly is perceived as being “alive”. Structural aspects of adaptive cities evolved through human beings seeking optimal feedback during normal use. An important consequence of this common evolved relationship to adaptive geometry is that healthy city types can also link to each other. Once we understand this additive process, then we can dispense with the types altogether, and understand the city directly in terms of its living structure [3].

For millennia, human beings used their innate sense of form-generation to construct their environment. New practical developments of city form such as introduced by new materials and evolving industrial needs, but which conflicted with biological structure, were never allowed to take over. City formation thus followed compatible biological rules up until the advent of industrial modernism. Informal settlements continue this process today. Intelligent urbanists therefore study both marginal and traditional settlements for insight into the positive effects of adaptive, self-adjusting, and spontaneous generative processes.

Unfortunately, the five healthy city types listed above are misinterpreted because they necessarily “look” traditional. Ever since architectural culture became image-based (the defining characteristic of industrial modernism), designers have been strictly taught to
judge all forms of design by how closely they resembled images from the industrial-modernist canon. With an obsessive focus on the visual appearance of supposed “innovation”, modernist design practitioners naturally develop a built-in aversion to anything remotely resembling traditional urban fabric. Healthy city types are avoided as a matter of prior conditioning, without anybody being aware that this is occurring. This terrible prejudice has evolved and softened over time, so that neo-traditional architects and planners today create wonderful human environments. But their work often goes unrecognized by the mainstream.

The Virtual city can add nicely to the Nourishing-physical, Fractal, and Network cities to help with flow. But it could also detach us from the physical city. The Virtual city can fit into either a healthy or an unhealthy city, so its presence cannot be used as the basis of judgment. This important point is discussed in a separate section, below.

**How adaptive city geometry cradles life**

The good city types add nicely because they share common qualities that contribute to human health and wellbeing.

The term “nourishing” means that the immediate environment can provide nourishment to our mind and body through information and sensations. This largely subconscious process comes from emotions triggered by coordinated function and geometry, and is just as necessary for our daily life as food and vitamins. Its absence, on the other hand, is believed to lead to stress and eventually to long-term degradation of our health and wellbeing.

![Fig. 3. Adding healthy city types](image)

Here is a brief summary of how healthy city types combine. The Nourishing-physical city includes characteristics of the Fractal + Network city, and adds its own spatial properties. These three city types combine into a successful city, in which they exist as overlays in the same space and time. The Fractal city makes possible a nourishing biological response to architectural and urban forms that trigger our biological memory. Coherent urban combinations in the spatial layout are crucial, yet functioning urban fabric is also dynamic.
Ease of movement comes from an extensive complex web of connections on all scales that is the Network city (see my chapter: Beauty, Life and the Geometry of the Environment [28]).

A city that is loved by its inhabitants combines healthy city types, and provides the setting to enjoy the different stages of life and raise one’s children. The resulting geometry could have an infinite variety of specific implementations, all of which have the framework for nurturing living structure. In the best cases – the ones most loved by people, not necessarily by architects – the geometry cradles and supports everyday human functions. It is, of course, possible to live in a city made of architects’ dreams, which could be exciting, but the experience would be abstract or one-dimensional, and could over time leave the inhabitants unhealthy and unsettled.

Part 3: Rules for urban space

Why design “hard” plazas?

Recent urban spaces that feel hostile and unwelcoming express political anger that turns against their prospective users.

Design rules for creating usable and welcoming urban spaces can be learned, with some effort, from studying historical urban spaces that still work to attract users. Many good examples from around the world are full of people during many hours of the day. What happened is that the opposite design rules have been consistently implemented in post-war planning. But those rules, being more about the ideology of modernization than about human wellbeing, are prescriptions for keeping people away! A large number of urban plazas remain empty (except for stray dogs and vagrants), even those awarded with architectural prizes.

Nowadays, urban planners are not even aware of what urban space really means, and why it is such an essential ingredient of a living city. Nor is anyone else aware of this in the chain of the regulatory system that oversees urban interventions. Rules for getting successful urban spaces built, and for regulating them, must be conveyed to those public sector workers who are responsible for them.

Pioneering work to determine which urban squares are actually used was performed by Christopher Alexander [4] and by William Whyte [23]. Jane Jacobs described the spatial complexity of the living city [12]. Several urbanists are now beginning to implement the true principles of urban space design and function. This, despite the mainstream insistence on “design-by-image”, which doesn’t bother to understand the socio-geometric forces that give rise to form, nor to work out the forces that the structure will generate if built in a different location.

Because so many of today’s designers tend to be exclusively visual, they miss all the other factors. It is essential to understand how good urban fabric reveals itself from human movement and reactions. There is a tremendous complexity to the emotional and perceptive processes that guarantee the use of urban space.
A new plaza inserted into an older living city can continue to be fed by the existing Network city. But inserted into a new city, it’s dead space. Why? Urban space requires the sum Nourishing-physical + Network city in order to work, otherwise people will stay away (see [32, 36]). It must be realized that only evolved socio-geometric design solutions can guarantee the attractiveness and use of urban space. Any new construction that is conceived in isolation – as a stand-alone item – has not evolved, and consequently cannot effectively marry to existing flows. Rejecting traditional patterns of human use only leads to a sterile environment. Barcelona made this mistake in letting design ideology create many “hard” plazas that do not collect paths.

As is detailed below, a “hard” plaza can work when it is a transit space, i.e. just another very wide pedestrian street. This presupposes attractive pedestrian destinations all around the plaza, so that paths essentially cut across the plaza as a convenience. Piazza San Marco in Venice is of this category. Because of its size, Piazza Navona in Rome is mostly a transit space, yet it also includes attractive destinations with its three fountains. You don’t need to add anything else. But urbanists can destroy a transit plaza by inserting useless obstacles in an effort to make it “interesting”. Such accoutrements include an abstract sculpture, or pools of water placed unintelligently so that they cut across the pedestrian paths.

A “soft” urban plaza, such as the older La Rambla strip in Barcelona, is characterized by fractal qualities, biophilia, connective networks, etc. There are bushes, trees, old-fashioned benches, lamps with detail, and other street furniture, umbrellas and canopies, ornamented 19th Century kiosks, so that the ensemble is highly fractal and biophilic. The pavement is varied, and the biophilic effect is multiplied several-fold by the flowers and fruits presented for sale. This is not merely a romantic idea or pretty picture; it is an essential enhancement of the quality of place through biophilia and the fractal hierarchy of scales. Most important, La Rambla is “fed” by dense pedestrian urban fabric along both sides.
A “hard” plaza, by contrast, consists of a plain slab pavement, strict rectangular geometry, no trees, no kiosks, and is either starkly empty, or it may contain abstract sculptures, severe and uncomfortable “design” benches, and lamps boasting an industrial-minimalist look. Those add absolutely no biophilic qualities to the experienced space. New plazas also tend to be situated in the wrong places, so that the existing path structure does not serve to feed users into and across the space. Those plazas are conceived as giant abstract sculptures themselves, obeying no design rules other than their architect’s personal artistic whim.

Why are Barcelona’s new plazas uncompromisingly “hard”? My friends from Barcelona explain that those designs expressed pent-up sentiments that were freed by the ending of the Franco dictatorship. Socio-political forces included frustration, reaction to oppression, the urge to provide public platforms for expressing the new freedom, etc. They assure me that today, with a totally changed socio-political dynamic, those plazas would be designed and built within a much “softer” typology. Even so, nobody has yet thought to upgrade those unused plazas using traditional solutions to create a more human environment. The “hardness” of the plazas has been forever linked to the political sentiments of that instant in time, and to revise the geometry would be seen as rejecting the historical change – a ridiculous notion, yet deeply felt.

Creating attractive urban space

An attractive urban space envelops its users and provides a feeling of reassurance while being there.

The criterion for success relies on observations of use over time. Christopher Alexander and co-workers extracted socio-geometric design “Patterns” from the best – most human – architectural and urban environments, which are central to this investigation (some design patterns are listed later in this paper) [4]. Those Patterns can then be applied to design new environments, and to diagnose and repair urban spaces that repel rather than attract users (For a summary of the design rules, see Geometry and Life of Urban Space, written with Pietro Pagliardini [32]; and also Volume 3 of Alexander’s The Nature of Order [3]).

The main characteristic of successful, usable urban space is that it define a giant outdoor room open to the sky. It is necessary to surround the open space by welcoming façades, perforations and folding of the built fabric, and consumer activities. Users are attracted to the texture, tectonic balance, composition, color, and ornamentation of the building façades bounding an urban space. But contemporary building fronts that follow the industrial-minimalist aesthetic fail to provide this “welcoming” attraction. Without biophilic façades, even the best “designed” urban space will never attract users to linger in its interior.

A network of linked urban spaces is necessary for a city to be alive in the sense of encouraging positive human activity and interaction. Urban spaces define the nodes of the pedestrian network, and other transportation networks should add to (but not destroy) these principal channels of pedestrian circulation. Focusing on the life in open spaces is contrary to current architectural trends. Contemporary design focuses on “signature” buildings, which are
formally abstract, while leaving the adjoining/surrounding space to chance. That approach misunderstands (ignores) how living cities actually function. Unfortunately, these “stand-alone” buildings happen to have gained the center stage for the media and the public, at least for the time being.

**The importance of building façades**

The structures surrounding an urban space – both in their architecture and in their situation – are a major factor determining its use.

This is more an architectural question than an urban one. We build living urban fabric through architecture that surrounds and defines urban space, thus architecture and urbanism are inseparable. Geometrical coherence acts to channel flows on many different scales. The perception of the urban plaza as a harmonious whole depends very strongly on certain mathematical properties of the surrounding building façades (among other criteria, of course). Ordered complexity shown on a building’s front is created by mimicking the structural rules giving rise to life forms, and thus expressive of life itself. Surrounding façades exhibit the following features:

**TABLE: DESIGN ELEMENTS FOR BUILDINGS FRONTING URBAN SPACE.**

1. Ordered structure on a hierarchy of decreasing scales, from the largest size down to the microstructure;
2. Sophisticated fractal patterns (patterns within patterns), including those generated by recursion and Cellular Automata;
3. Ordered complexity, in which many different patterns on smaller scales are coordinated through symmetries to produce a coherent whole [3, 27];
4. Scaling symmetry, where the different scales are related to each other by magnification (a characteristic of fractals);
5. Traditional patterns such as reflectional, translational, and rotational symmetries superimposed in a coherent manner;
6. The vertical symmetry axis emphasized, because our body evolved in gravity and connects psychologically to the vertical;
7. Avoidance of extensive horizontal or diagonal elements on buildings, since those give rise to feelings of tectonic instability, hence anxiety. Arches are fine, because they are reflectionally symmetric across a vertical axis;
8. The presence of color, both interesting in itself in every occurrence, but also obeying a large-scale color harmony. Colors reminiscent of death (e.g. grey concrete, black or brown surfaces) and colorless surfaces upon which the eye cannot focus (e.g. transparent or translucent glass curtain walls, reflective metal) are negative, whereas welcoming colors reminiscent of our natural environment, flowers, fruit (e.g. both rich and pastel colors that humans find psychologically nourishing) are positive.
These general criteria attract human beings to approach them, and to enjoy experiencing them subconsciously from every distance. Since our sensory system has evolved to cope with gravity, and is set up to recognize biological forms with vertical symmetry, skewed forms generate alarm and physiological distress. Unless there is a vertical axis of reflectional symmetry, a person could experience nausea caused by the inner ear’s mechanism for vertical orientation. Any symmetry axis is fine on a floor pavement, but an explicit or implicit vertical axis on a façade or entrance is essential for sensing stability. Our reaction of alarm at unbalanced diagonal forms cannot be learned or changed.

**Permeability to pedestrian flow**

A functioning urban space is a node concentrating pedestrian paths from the surrounding region; otherwise, it is a giant sculpture only fit to look at.

The urban plaza needs to be highly permeable to pedestrian flow. Anything in the plaza that is likely to attract users is of secondary importance. Even a statue of General José Olivaro (Hero of the Revolution) is not enough! From the mechanism of biophilia, that’s better than some abstract art or contemporary sculpture. Amusements and a play area do attract families with children. Trees and a shaded canopy serve those who wish to rest for a moment. The surrounding paths bring pedestrian flow to cross the plaza, and the street furniture ought to accommodate users who are channeled to walk to the plaza. Use depends critically upon the pedestrian activity in several surrounding blocks, as it depends equally upon the street and sidewalk design that permits easy pedestrian access to the plaza.

People will use a plaza situated in the Network city at a point where multiple flows cross. If it is the only open space within a large region, that will actually bring people to the plaza; but even then, a “hard” design and hostile urban furniture will drive people to stay out or detour around it. Dreary, unused contemporary plazas are observed the world over.

Through its placement and physical design, an urban space should encourage people in a hurry to cross it (3 min) instead of taking a parallel external path. This process corresponds to “catchment” of local pedestrian flow, diverting it to feed the plaza. While they are traversing the space, people’s attention should be drawn momentarily yet repeatedly to architectural details in the surrounding façades (2 sec), and to possible greenery in the square. Other people must be attracted to stroll at a more leisurely pace (10 min), and some to sit down and relax (15–30 min). Families with young children should feel welcome to stay (30–60 min). The way of achieving this is through a complex adaptive design that accommodates all human spatio-temporal scales.

To guarantee the “feeding” of the urban space, mixed-use buildings three blocks deep surrounding the plaza have to supply potential users: this span correlates with a 5 minute walk. Some of those pedestrians will naturally walk by the plaza, and, if the environment and path structure are welcoming, people will choose to cross the urban space. Once there, a percentage of those users might decide to linger. There is a distribution of time periods for different users, or even for the same user on different occasions: to stay for
anywhere from 1 minute to 1 hour (I describe how the Network city feeds urban plazas in my chapter with Pietro Pagliardini and Sergio Porta: *Geospatial Analysis and Living Urban Geometry* [33]).

The urban space is protected from encroachment by parked cars and vehicular traffic. Utilize wide and raised sidewalks, arcades, bollards, etc. to protect the pedestrian, direct the traffic, and keep cars outside the pedestrian realm. We could provide tangential vehicular flow to “feed” the plaza, but at the same time make it impossible for cars to enter and take it over. Restrict vehicular flow to one or two sides maximum, otherwise an urban space entirely surrounded by roads is effectively cut off. The key concept here is to plan for both access and transit for pedestrians, but access and very restricted transit for vehicular traffic (see [32]).

**Alexandrine Patterns that define urban space**

*Christopher Alexander’s design patterns offer rules for designing urban spaces that invite users.*

Living space envelops and nourishes us. This primal, biological sense of space goes far beyond strict mechanical utility. A new approach to designing urban spaces that is freed from often-irrelevant architectural accretions can help to bring our cities back to life. Living urban spaces are the “neural nodes” of the city, connecting the flows that bring it to life. This toolbox is what architects have long sought, but which many have paradoxically rejected. Empirical facts encoded in socio-geometric patterns lead us to understand the elusive properties of “living” spaces, which exist on a much deeper level than we are used to thinking about when we design.

There are many disappointing examples of architects who studied traditional urban fabric in great detail (i.e. Barcelona, Paris, Rome), yet failed to understand the information structure of the older buildings. When those individuals applied what they learned, it was only to produce a caricature of what they had seen. For this reason, it is essential to learn the correct systemic rules under which living urban fabric is synthesized.

Some living patterns selected from Christopher Alexander’s *A Pattern Language* [4] reveal key elements that can help us in the design of urban spaces (for more details of the pattern method, see [16] and Chapters 8 & 9 of my book *Principles of Urban Structure* [36]). The following pattern summaries are my own, and they focus on the spatial aspects of open spaces. The reader is urged to consult the original, lengthier version of each numbered pattern, which includes research material giving detailed arguments and/or scientific validation for the patterns.

**TABLE: FIVE PATTERNS FROM “A PATTERNS LANGUAGE”**

Pattern 60: ACCESSIBLE GREEN. People will only use green spaces when those are very close to where they live and work, accessible by a pedestrian path.

Pattern 61: SMALL PUBLIC SQUARES. Build public squares with a width of approximately 60 feet. Their length can vary. The walls enclosing the space, whether partially or wholly surrounding it, should make us feel as if we are in a large open public room.
Pattern 106: **POSITIVE OUTDOOR SPACE.** The built structures partially surrounding an outdoor space, be it rectangular or circular, must define, in its wall elements, a concave perimeter boundary, making the space itself convex overall.

Pattern 124: **ACTIVITY POCKETS.** The success of urban space depends on what can occur along its boundaries. A space will be lively only if there are pockets of activity all around its inner edges.

Pattern 171: **TREE PLACES.** Trees shape social places, so shape buildings around existing trees, and plant new trees to generate a usable, inviting urban space.

A space will be used if it is designed in a way that feels enveloping and reassuring on the subconscious level. This has nothing to do with fashionable “design”. Regardless of what our brain is recalling about architectural culture, industrial style, design ideology, contemporary norms linked to progress, etc., our body is reacting the way it has evolved to do so. Our body will signal with either a fight or flight reaction (in urban spaces that are not welcoming) or, under the appropriate circumstances, it could tell us that staying and experiencing this particular environment is just what we need.

**Irrational belief in the redemptive powers of the “industrial look”**

*Contemporary Art applied to urban space – such as abstract sculptures and “installations” – repel instead of attracting people to use the space.*

The design tools presented in the eight-fold model and its supporting documentation prove useful in designing new urban spaces, and in reviving existing plazas that nobody uses. But it is not enough to know the correct rules for creating useful urban space; we also have to clear up some misconceptions. Design thinking that purports “a designed urban space with industrial-looking objects draws people to it” is irrational and disproven by the evidence. Yet dominant culture continues to link industrial-modernist images with economic prosperity, moral superiority, and progress. Re-examining those irrational beliefs is necessary before we can implement a new scientific approach to urban space design.

The industrial “image-based” design paradigm has been tested repeatedly all over the world in many distinct situations, and it has failed every time to satisfy intuitive human reactions. The reason is that our body evolved to react against, and be repelled by anti-fractal forms, shiny surfaces, and unnatural materials. And yet, many architects and urban designers have internalized the belief that industrial-modernist design is “the best”, and they don’t question that assumption. I’m not trying to make a joke out of this, but to underline instead how much hostility we encounter from colleagues who still design according to industrial modernism.

In the present context, applying the industrial-modernist “look” to re-make existing plazas threatens our built heritage. A local developer and contractor can lobby for a “renovation” of a historic plaza; they get to make a nice profit. Whenever ideologues have succeeded in convincing the local politicians to do this, the result is dead open space, a loss of magnificent
century-old trees, etc. The world’s most wonderful urban spaces are under threat from this misplaced image-based modernity, and many have already succumbed. Such acts of vandalism are allowed to occur because our society has been purposefully misled about what possesses “life” and what doesn’t.

Part 4: How the Virtual city can either harm or help the Nourishing-physical city

Adding virtual city to physical city

The wonderful and liberating potential of information and communications technologies is best understood as an addition in the eight-fold model.

The Virtual city is a wonderful extension to the physical city. It instantly connects local to global nodes. The problem is that it can add itself to either the Nourishing-physical or to the Inhuman city. In the latter case, the opportunities afforded by the Virtual city can mask the trenchant problems present in the physical city. The opposite is also true: local problems and injustices can be brought to international attention via the Virtual city.

Modern society runs by organizing massive and continuous exchanges of information (see [31]). Our lives are improved when we superimpose the virtual universe consisting of interfaces and software onto the built environment consisting of buildings, streets, and urban spaces. This fit is best achieved through adaptive solutions, as represented by socio-geometric patterns [4]. Interpreting – and designing – the physical city using patterns makes the process of marrying it to the Virtual city effortless, since addition is then defined between two compatible epistemological frameworks (each one adapted to human sensibilities). But imposing image-based design that ignores rules for human interaction clashes with the software interface and results in a mismatch.
The Virtual city is neither good nor bad in itself. The technology can work either to support wonderful adaptive human environments, or to make life possible in rather inhuman physical environments. Which one of these is favored depends upon cultural forces. The Virtual city is connected to the human scale, since it opens into the virtual world through a screen having human dimensions (devices from a few cm to 1 m in size). But its hidden design goes far beyond that because interface implementation uses traditional paradigms for interactions and information input to the human mind.

Unless the interface is intuitive, it will not be used. A ruthless selection towards the most accommodating experience and interface shapes the virtual city. Programs and websites that are in the least degree awkward to use – that do not adapt to our own biology – don’t survive for long. Nor do those that consume our energy for irrelevant purposes. In a later section, I develop the reasons why the Virtual city functions, and when it doesn’t, to satisfy human needs.

Let’s consider the positive implications of the sum Virtual + Network city. Having virtual connectivity removes pressure from strong physical flux networks. People are no longer forced to move long distances for many of their essential tasks, nor to invest the energy to do so. The result is a self-adjusting flow that chooses where to move, and chooses the channel of communication, usually the one with the least effort and energy expenditure.

The Virtual city therefore frees us from many previously tedious displacements. One of the greatest successes of the Virtual city occurred when it coupled with the Spontaneous Self-built city in the slums of the developing world. When cell phones were introduced into those parts of the city, residents were immediately empowered to contribute to the local economy. Communications networks that were delayed for decades, or for which no government official ever planned, suddenly became a reality. The Grameen Bank, which gives microcredit to poor people in the developing world, immediately realized and applied this opportunity to generate entrepreneurial networks.

Emotional nourishment comes from the built environment through the coupling Nourishing-physical + Fractal city. The Virtual city repairs the skewed scale distribution of non-fractal modernist cities – which have a preponderance of long-distance connections – towards a more balanced spectrum of sizes. The presence of the Virtual city frees up infrastructure so that more attention can be paid to the closest physical connections. This encourages and enables intimate short-range contact with nature and with other human beings.
How the virtual city can make us Human Again

*Instant connectivity with the world has surprisingly reinforced the most human, immediate, and local elements of the environment.*

Restructuring the city for its nearest connections would represent the ideal situation envisaged by those motivated to create the Virtual city. People can experience the most wonderful settings of the Nourishing-physical city while being connected to the rest of the world. We now see many people working with their laptop computers in historic cafés and in human-friendly urban parks and plazas around the world. This makes it more urgent to preserve those welcoming traditional pieces of built urban fabric, and to try and create more of them in our environment.

Fig. 8. The Virtual city adds to the physical city
Let’s reverse the historical paradigm. What can we learn from the Virtual city that will help us design better buildings and cities? Above all, we need to channel design complexity so that the urban system offers a positive user experience in all sensory channels. Our goal in building should be to create healing environments: neither to impose some design ideology, nor to erect emotionally-hostile forms for short-term gain. The Virtual city is now positioned to either enhance, or to replace the physical city. What happens will depend upon society’s priorities for the physical built environment. If an architect wishes to focus exclusively on form as image, that’s up to the client to accept or not.

Components of the built environment were traditionally selected using adaptive criteria such as design patterns that produced emotionally-welcoming spaces and comforting surfaces, easy access for multiple channels of transport, and spaces that foster spontaneous human encounter. But the physical city now gives priority to the efficiency of vehicular movement, vertical stacking, and abstract design styles. Here it is necessary to distinguish one group of psychological reactions of excitement and fascination from sculptural forms, from the very different group of healing and nourishing emotions. Strange and menacing architectural forms fascinate small children, who experience a visceral thrill of anxiety. Such feelings are not healing in the long term, hence inappropriate for the living city (see my book *Anti-architecture and Deconstruction* [26]).

Comparing the interfaces of the physical and virtual cities, the city is degraded when new buildings express, through their geometry, the opposite of a “healing environment”. Intrusive new signature buildings habitually ignore any surrounding historical buildings. Proposals for everything from new office buildings, to Art Museums, to concert halls may be visually imaginative, but with a decidedly transgressive quality in opposing both their surroundings and the history of the place. Yet disputing the long-term evolution of traditionally-scaled urban fabric does not help to create the Nourishing-physical city, but rather its opposite.

The industrial-modernist urban model was initially justified by the emotionally-loaded term “modernization” that continues into the Virtual city. But modernization is made possible by controlling – and often destroying – nature, whereas the Virtual city can actually save energy, and human-scale and natural environments. Science and technology permit us to save what is good about the environment with the help of information and communications technologies. We can continue to live only if we maintain an extremely delicate equilibrium with our environment.

But the Virtual city can also be misused. Academic architectural culture loves to pair Inhuman + Virtual city. But this is not a healthy coupling! Instead, it represents an excuse to keep converting the built environment into a giant abstract sculpture, which removes life from the physical city. Technology then becomes a diversion to draw attention away from non-adaptive physical design that creates a world of isolated individuals in a dead environment. This is not the fault of the Virtual city – which is a wonderful technological tool – but only its misapplication.
Part 5: Design for a campus

Welcoming open spaces

It is possible today to build learning institutions that offer a marvelous, life-enhancing environment for students, faculty, and staff.

The experience and imageability of any particular campus depend upon its spaces and perceivable organized detail. Those qualities are what the visitor remembers, and what the students, faculty, and staff experience every day. This result is not accidental or haphazard, but can be achieved by deliberately applying mathematical design guidelines. Those combine visually-oriented design with functionality. I list some of the most common mistakes below, so that knowing to avoid them will lead to a much improved campus design.

Many campuses built in the past several decades contain dysfunctional urban spaces. Those spaces do not invite, and in many cases actually prevent pedestrian use expected of an open plaza. The problems can be divided into two categories: (1) impediments to crossing the space, and (2) problems inherent in the surrounding structures.

Physical obstacles to traversing open space include continuous low walls for sitting that cut diagonal paths (but those low walls could be very effective when situated radially/transversely); badly-placed pools of water that do the same thing; misusing green in lawn that is out-of-bounds for people and which prevents direct paths; changes of ground level that cannot be easily negotiated; steps that prompt a pause and mental concentration in the user, which could have been eliminated; unnecessarily steep sloping ground, etc. All of these built features betray a lack of understanding of what mechanisms make an urban space function as such.

Paths become robust when reinforced by an adjoining edge ([36], Chapter 1: Theory of the Urban Web). Elements such as benches, low walls, lawn boundaries, and stairs need to run next to and parallel to potential paths, not across them. A sufficiently wide staircase encourages flow along its bottom step much more than transverse movement up-and-down the stairs.

The second set of problems concerns the buildings surrounding the open space. The ideal qualities here include compositionally rich and visually welcoming façades, such as found in highly-ordered information, fractal scaling, and multiple symmetry content of traditional buildings. One feels the desire to cross a plaza or open space when attracted by a visible, emotionally-welcoming goal on the other side (whereas minimalist concrete, bonded brick without patterns or features, and glass curtain-walls – none of which attract us emotionally – trigger the opposite effect). Another welcoming quality of the boundary is to be found in porticoes on one or more sides of the plaza. Such a protected space encourages pedestrian activity all around the boundary of the open space. Discontinuous arcades may look nice but, are, as a consequence, never used.
Alexander’s Oregon patterns

Christopher Alexander derived design rules for the University of Oregon campus in 1975, and those rules are universal.

We can apply the Nourishing-physical + Fractal + Network city to design a campus that will contain all the positive qualities of our best-loved historical institutions. A college or university campus represents an urban microcosm, with its limited yet often extensive area and restricted mixture of uses. One needs different buildings for classrooms, research laboratories, libraries, student housing, cafeterias and student activities, sports, maintenance, administration, etc. The pedestrian realm is paramount, since students have to walk from building to building. Essential vehicular connections ideally go around or under the main network of pedestrian paths.

Christopher Alexander created a long-term planning strategy for the University of Oregon based on design patterns. Some of those patterns appear in his classic book *A Pattern Language* [4], whereas others are to be found only in the lesser-known *The Oregon Experiment* [6]. I recall some of those findings here, and explain how they apply to the eight-fold classification of city types. The pattern descriptions given below are my own summaries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE: ALEXANDRINE PATTERNS FOR DESIGNING A CAMPUS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oregon Pattern 2: OPEN UNIVERSITY.</strong> Do not isolate the university by surrounding it with a boundary; instead, interweave at least one side of the campus into an adjoining city, if that is possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oregon Pattern 3: STUDENT HOUSING DISTRIBUTION.</strong> Locate some student housing within the center of the campus, with different percentages in regions as one moves away from the center. The first 500 m radius containing ¼ of the resident students; ¼ in a ring between 500 m and 800 m radius; and the rest outside 800 m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oregon Pattern 4: UNIVERSITY SHAPE AND DIAMETER.</strong> If possible, situate classrooms within a central core of ½ km radius, and non-class activities such as administration, sports centers, and research offices outside.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oregon Pattern 5: LOCAL TRANSPORT AREA.</strong> Give priority to pedestrian flow in the central core of the campus, within a radius of ½ – 1 km. Vehicular traffic here must be made to go on slow and circuitous roads.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oregon Pattern 12: FABRIC OF DEPARTMENTS.</strong> While each academic department ought to have a home base, it should be able to spread over into other buildings and interlock with other departments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Implementing the Network city prevents cultural and social fragmentation, while the Fractal city helps to distribute forms on many different scales. The Network city emphasizes pedestrian paths forming a network of connected urban spaces, and protects those paths from encroachment by vehicular traffic. It also offers integral connectivity between the campus and the city outside. The special requirements of a campus give it even more urgent pedestrian needs. Every building needs vehicular access, but that must take second place to the pedestrian connectivity.
An obsession with mono-functional zoning often forces all student dormitories on a campus to be clustered together, while all administrative functions are housed in a single, imposing building, etc. Yet functional segregation does not produce an ideal learning environment, as it works against mixing and compactness.

The departmental pattern (Oregon Pattern 12 given above) points to a pragmatic approach that has a major influence on planning morphology. Whereas it is standard practice to segregate academic departments into separate buildings, that never works in practice. Suppose the “Chemistry Building” is funded and built. Yet by the time the Chemistry Department gets to move into its new offices and laboratories, it has either grown or shrunk in size, so it no longer perfectly fits the building. It is more practical to adopt the approach that no single building should be expected to contain a university department. Thus, it makes better sense to physically connect a building to adjoining buildings rather than have it standing apart.

**Avoiding planned isolation**

> there is no practical reason to isolate a campus from the larger community, and that is only a holdover of single-use planning.

People perceive campuses with block buildings and hard open spaces as bleak, desolate, threatening, inhuman, and totalitarian. The human scale is missing. And yet this industrial style has shaped a majority of institutional construction for decades. It would appear that school administrators decided to industrialize education, and concluded that industrial-modernist architecture was most appropriate for the task. The campus becomes a piece of the Inhuman city in which buildings are placed too far apart to connect.

The planning habit of mono-functional zoning is also applied to unnecessarily separate a campus from a region of “normal city”. This way of thinking is responsible for the “corporate campus” of major companies isolated in the woods, or at least far out in suburbia. But, while that setting has positive biophilic qualities, it is deliberately not part of the city. An even worse precedent is the misleadingly-named “office park”, which is just a cluster of unrelated office buildings. Both of those urban typologies define a life separated from the rest of humankind.

Historical evidence points to the intentional isolation of workers from city life so that they could be totally controlled by the employer during the workday. The corporation tried to force employee allegiance by isolating them. In a similar vein, many people believe that social engineering was applied to High School and college campuses, implementing a fortress typology in order to better control rioting students. But this claim is unsupported: it just happens that architectural style coincided with typologies whose principal concern was security.

While the corporate campus was, at least in name, loosely copied from the traditional university campus, its urban model is the suburban shopping mall surrounded by vast areas of open parking. Everyone commutes by car. But now this typology has come full circle, with institutions of higher learning copying the isolated corporate campus and suburban office park.
“Walkabout” design with human sensors

A revolutionary method of direct human responses to imagined forms, performed on the actual site, reveals a vast amount of useful design information not otherwise available.

Design methods using emotional feedback from people have a lot in common with how the Spontaneous Self-built city arises. Slum dwellers do not follow building regulations, but are instead guided by their intuition and the physical limits of available materials, space, and topography. Incorporating aspects of that design freedom into conventional practice yields a method that adapts better to human feelings and sensibilities. I have proposed implementing this method to upgrade informal settlements and erect new self-built housing around the world (see [37]).

Given modern industrial materials and systems of construction, there is an economy to rectangular spaces in terms of standard materials, labor, and utility. Regular building codes have a very limiting effect on design, and act against individual negotiations with existing conditions. And yet, an intuitive method obviously worked for millennia. Ever since people have had to rely on architects and the building industry for so one century, they have forgotten or have suppressed their instinctive dwelling-making skills. If today’s industrial-modernist paradigm is to be overcome, or at least modified to obtain a more human design, we need to re-awaken those timeless methods of design [2].

I’m going to delve into the design methodology known as collaborative, consensus, or participatory design. That approach involves eventual users in an essential manner in producing the design. I will need only one very specific component of the collaborative method, which makes design decisions on the basis of direct emotional feedback (an exploratory method for creating the Nourishing-physical + Fractal + Network city). An intuitive judgment based on the users’ feelings and imagination is made before construction, giving birth to the design using only what exists already on the site.

The method is the following: choose a group of about five people, to include a child if children are going to use that place or live there. The group walks the grounds trying to imagine the proposed building fronts already standing; not in some predetermined form, but rather where a built wall and openings would feel best to reinforce those open spaces. The “walkabout” guarantees that urban spaces are well defined on a human scale and are connected by a network of pedestrian paths (Network city). For this process not to be ill-defined, the group needs some rules and guidelines of what is possible; and the group should include someone trained and knowledgeable in Alexandrine Patterns to guide the process. Decisions are reached by discussion and consensus.

Christopher Alexander suggests for the group to carry wooden stakes and poles with small flags on them [5]. Those are used to mark the paths, the boundaries of open spaces, and the footprint of the imagined buildings. Someone could hold a large Styrofoam panel and stand in particular spots so that the group can decide if that’s the optimal position for a wall. If all goes well, then multiple factors such as solar orientation, adaptive use to wind flows, levelness of the land, and regard for natural elements on the site (trees, boulders, sharp drop-offs, steep hills, etc.) will be accommodated just by the sensory feedback.
After this design walkabout has been carried out on the actual grounds, and checked once again after the positions of other key elements have been decided, the plan is transferred to a measured drawing. “Cleaning up” the design so as to align directions and tidy up the geometry should be resisted, since that may invalidate the empirical discoveries of the group. This is the opposite of the standard procedure, in which everything down to the details is drawn in the office, and then built. In the conventional design approach, the users get to experience the final configuration after it is permanent; i.e. only after it is too late to make any adjustments, or even to correct major errors and omissions.

Alexander himself used this method to build a new high-school/college campus outside Tokyo [5]. Once the urban design and the architecture of each individual building had been determined, the construction of the campus was carried out via conventional methods. The resulting cluster of buildings and grounds show a degree of life that is essential for human engagement and wellbeing.

The exploratory design group should include persons who have a strong interest in using the built urban fabric after it’s completed. It is recommended to have someone with sufficient technical knowledge to help provide structure to the decision-making process. Individuals participating in the “walkabout” should be encouraged to draw upon their human intuition and sense of place to guide them in their conclusions. This can be difficult at first, given the decades of industrial-modernist construction led by architects and professional builders, which distanced users from their instinctive sense of dwelling and place-making. The detachment was achieved by institutionalizing both design and construction.

Alexander’s method puts our human sense of place ahead of industrial design practices, by promoting human intuition ahead of formal planning. Exploring the site, on foot, independently of existing paths and road structures (except for features that absolutely cannot be changed) helps to establish an optimal connected network of pedestrian paths linking urban spaces. At the same time, the exploratory process discovers how the pedestrian network should connect to internal and external vehicular networks.

The same method applies to diagnose already built urban fabric. An exploratory design group discovers and then maps those healthy places where it observes intense urban life, and which are deemed by their users to be vital. That quality is judged both by positive emotional feedback and by the density of pedestrian use. Such spots are marked as being protected from damage or encroachment by new projects. Yet those key healthy places could be architecturally modest objects, such as a tree, a wall, a corner, a small structure, etc., that conventional planning would not hesitate one second before eliminating.

Equally important is for the exploratory walkabout to identify pathological paths and places. If a place or pathway triggers psychological distress, there is something wrong with the geometry. The sensations could be a feeling of being oppressed; made anxious or threatened by the geometry or by something else; of being too exposed; ill-at-ease, etc. First identify those spots, and then think of possible restructuring and transformations to fix the problem – which is an emotional and/or intuitive reaction, not something that can be easily discovered from looking at a plan. If the new planning scheme requires that something be destroyed to erect a new building, then care should be taken to leave the healthy places alone while
sacrificing the unhealthy ones instead. This way of thinking can help repair the urban fabric by not allowing new construction in arbitrary locations, such as where someone thinks it’s a good idea simply based on the plan.

**How to build a fractal city through budget allocation**

The geometrical notion of fractals combining components of different sizes translates into a funding formula that allows us to build all the sizes in an urban ensemble.

How do we optimally distribute the money to be spent on building the Fractal city? It has to be done using a fractal distribution of funding. Suppose that we have a central source that allocates different sums to specific projects, and where each project competes with the others for funding. This is the case with a university campus, since the majority of the budget comes from a single source, with the possible exception of specific donations for individual buildings (and even those often have to be “matched” by university funds). The administration has to argue for its projects’ approval in front of the funding agency, its own coordinating board, or the government.

The conventional procurement method is rigidly anti-fractal because it concentrates on the largest projects: those need the most money, and not getting them approved carries the greatest risk. But that top-heavy mindset too often ignores the intermediate and small-scale projects. The budgetary thinking is that those can be accomplished by way of the university’s general operating budget, or from discretionary funds found here and there. Yet that is seldom the case, and a systemic imbalance towards the largest scale remains to shape the built environment in undesirable ways.

A big project is easily presentable, hence an important marketing tool. The architect draws a pretty picture of the large stand-alone new building, which is used to convince the decision makers. The idea of a single structure and its striking image can be linked to expectations of how this new structure will make the University look like it is growing and thus successful, progressive, and modern. But the current system can create dead spaces in-between indifferent stand-alone new structures. It is much harder to use smaller, interlinked projects to market the university’s value. Human psychology works against presenting an intricate, adaptive environment: *it has to be experienced in person because its life-affirming qualities do not show in a picture!*

The Fractal city suggests a better funding formula. Just as a fractal has components whose sizes obey an inverse-power distribution, we propose the same law to govern funding for projects according to cost/size. An inverse-power distribution is one where the number of objects in a system is inversely proportional to their size: there exist only a few large objects, several more of intermediate size, and very many smaller ones, increasing in number the smaller they get. Fractal funding would support only a few large projects, several of intermediate cost, and very many low-cost projects, in a balanced relationship that favors the lower-budget ones.

A simple means to apply a fractal distribution to the funding formula is to divide the total budget into equal portions; say five. Then assign each 1/5 portion of the budget equally among
a group of construction proposals having roughly the same cost/size. That will automatically guarantee that the smaller the projects are in terms of funding, the more of them will be approved. While we may never be able to systematically change the budgetary process, just getting this kind of thinking into the heads of the university planners as they work to prioritize projects might begin the process of seeing how fractal budgeting helps to create a greater equity in overall place-making within the campus. This revolutionary approach to budgeting is the best way to keep healthy urban fabric in repair. Most interventions and additions that can make a great deal of difference for the better are either of small or intermediate size. Those need to be done often. The largest projects, which the current system is skewed to privilege, are possible only every few years. The university sees these new buildings as visible proof that it is growing, and, while it may not display such a building in a student brochure, it feels satisfied with the news coverage. But those big projects are disastrous when they fail. Of course they make money for the builder, but that’s not the point here.

Christopher Alexander first proposed this fractal funding formula in his long-term urban plan for the University of Oregon [6]. Alexander’s result was based on his own original analysis, and came before the introduction of fractals into architectural theory. I explain why this inverse-power distribution is essential for the stability of all systems, as for example ecological systems (see [36]). There are really very deep justifications for this approach that have to do with the nature of complex systems. If by past precedent the formula for funding projects has become skewed towards the largest scale, we have to work to remedy this imbalance. How projects are funded is the key to creating more human-scale spaces and places.

The university campus as a microcosm of tradition

Institutions face a fierce opposition between living campus environments that look old-fashioned, and contemporary architectural expressions, which do not contribute to emotional and physical wellbeing.

Well-defined urban space is not merely an aesthetic option; it is a vital necessity to the campus experience on a human level. The most valued universities have prominent open spaces, not necessarily large, but always distinctive and very well defined. University open spaces work best of all, and are the most memorable, when flanked by historic buildings (i.e. particularly those with well-developed form languages in their designs). Those spaces frequently define the university’s identity for the rest of the world.

Creating welcoming urban space depends upon building types. Many universities pride themselves on having buildings designed in contemporary styles placed prominently around campus, and newer additions seem to follow an institutional model of stand-alone buildings. Fashionable “contemporary” buildings are being built more and more with donations from wealthy donors (who expect their name to grace that building), but research shows that more traditional biophilic architecture lends itself better to a learning environment (Nourishing-physical city). Pre-modernist buildings provide, through their materials and designs, organized information that helps trigger a greater sense of wellbeing, which in turn
promotes greater participation and engagement on the part of students, faculty, and staff. To the contrary, industrial-modernist buildings emulate sensory deprived environments, which can create a degree of hidden anxiety that permeates the learning experience. It is harder to learn and retain information in stressful situations or environments. Parents expect their children to learn from traditional stores of knowledge, and, while innovation is expected and welcomed, it is not supposed to displace inherited knowledge. The traditional center of learning represents cultural inheritance, and that should also show in its buildings.

An informal survey of brochures put online to entice prospective students in the USA (and even more, to convince those students’ paying parents) reveals that the vast majority features strictly traditional buildings. Those older buildings have an instinctive appeal because they link to stable and timeless values. While universities may indeed have industrial-modernist or alarmingly “contemporary” buildings on campus, those are not usually displayed in the brochures. Expensive private institutions, especially, employ psychological marketing techniques to justify the high expense of a university degree with their long-standing prestige. Those present their traditional campus structures instead of their more contemporary (abstract) structures, since people typically respond to the thrill of architectural transgression with alarm, and subconsciously sense that inherited knowledge is also being threatened (see [26]).

Two separate design problems are relevant to institutions of learning: (i) choosing an appropriate architecture for new buildings, and (ii) laying out the plan of the campus. The first question leads to a sort of schizophrenia, because parents tend to want traditional “reassuring” buildings, whereas the university is pushed by fashion trends to choose the opposite in new buildings. It would appear that the administration recognizes this conflict, preferring that the parents discover the alarming contemporary buildings on campus – representing transient ideas – only after their children start to attend classes at that institution.

The second problem creates a conflict between the need for additional buildings, and the necessity for all students to reach their classes within a 10-minute walk (the normal break between classes). These two demands are irreconcilable if the campus keeps expanding with singular new buildings, as most do. The solution is to implement an intelligent compactness and intricately folded complexity, such as I discuss here under the Fractal city. The opposite trend, which is to erect stand-alone industrial-modernist or “signature” buildings, negates compactness and useful urban spaces. For creating intelligent compactness and intricately folded complexity, traditional spatial solutions work best.

Institutions that have gambled with their endowments to erect gleaming new buildings by trendy architects are participating in a very expensive experiment. They invested in flashiness instead of reinforcing the spatial and urban qualities of the campus. They took a massive bet that those cutting-edge university buildings will draw in a new generation of paying students. A separate misconception is that cutting-edge research requires alien structures to house it, and thus universities erect flashy new buildings to draw in research dollars. Whether that occurs or not is a matter to be determined by future applicant statistics and number of grants. Nevertheless, partial results already hint that the experiment of innovation through fashionable but disruptive design is a dismal failure. Lists of “The ugliest campuses
in the USA” invariably include precisely those institutions whose buildings’ design purposely panders to pseudo-intellectual pretentions that naturally oppose our biology (Inhuman city). Who wants to go to a University that is included in such a list?

A glowingly positive example is Christopher Alexander’s High-School/College campus outside Tokyo, built in 1985 [5]. Alexander and his design team researched deeply into Japanese architectural culture to extract a form language appropriate for an institution of learning. The result is a modern campus that has comfortable, timeless qualities. Students, teachers, and parents love it. The only problem that arose was with the local construction companies, which had been expecting to build the usual concrete boxes.

Part 6: Learning from informal settlements

Solutions for and from the world’s slums

Instead of flatly condemning self-built settlements, we can instead apply their design strategies to make planned cities more human.

The world’s booming urban population is housing itself in vernacular/indigenous settlements. Both Christopher Alexander and John Turner urged a re-appraisal in how we conceive of self-built settlements [22, 37]. The Spontaneous Self-built city has an organic structure – a positive quality – like the Fractal city. However, urban problems include lack of infrastructure and higher-scale network connectivity. Those could be provided by the state, or by the residents helped by Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs). But regulatory/financial power habitually does not consider organic, collaborative solutions. Instead, it pursues the Developer city paradigm where the government bulldozes indigenous settlements and erects social housing blocks in their stead. Or it forcibly evicts people and then sells the land for a huge profit. The world’s poor cannot defend themselves against the financial power of a developer acting in collusion with government, which treats them in a feudal manner.

Fig. 9. Informal settlements evolve into living historical cities
The value of studying informal settlements becomes obvious when we look into the historical evolution of cities. Only a small fraction of those can be considered "slums". Some cities began as Spontaneous Self-built cities, acquiring infrastructure only later. Under favorable conditions of land ownership, settlements upgrade into better, permanent buildings, and we observe the same process taking place today. With the right conditions in place, the informal city could eventually evolve into the complex permeable fabric of the Nourishing-physical + Fractal + Network city.

This paper looks for solutions found in informal housing that could be beneficially applied to planned cities. The spontaneous nature of design when people build for their own survival and basic comfort is missing from most of today's cities (see [31]). Design based on feedback from man-made forms in the environment, like those that generate vernacular/indigenous cities, could never have led to the alienating places that have become the industrial-modernist standard around the world.

Instead of designing exclusively in the architectural office, under the influence of intellectualized design preconceptions, there is greater human benefit when the process is derived directly from the physical, visceral reality of place. Vernacular/indigenous architecture is our best guide to achieving this [2, 7]. In an earlier section, I presented an experimental, heuristic method, following Christopher Alexander. I wish to establish a fundamentally interactive approach that automatically links the Spontaneous Self-built + Nourishing-physical + Network cities.

To learn from the Spontaneous Self-built city, we need to outline the priorities of design under those special circumstances closest to basic survival. Purely contextual design is conceived with locally-available, low-cost materials that are cheaper to maintain long-term than imported products. Note that many cases exist where the building stock and layout are inherited from the planned city, so that we find skyscrapers (the Tower of David in Caracas) or suburban tract houses converted into slums. But I'm talking here only about the Spontaneous Self-built city.

TABLE: PRIORITIES IN THE SPONTANEOUS SELF-BUILT CITY
1) Focus is almost exclusively on the pedestrian realm and pedestrian connectivity;
2) Architecture utilizes manageable (softer) materials that can be shaped by non-industrial means. No large components of glass or steel are used, but mostly construction pieces on the human range of scales;
3) All built structures are on the human scale, with buildings typically no more than four storeys in height. This corresponds to Alexander's Pattern Number 21;
4) Optimized low-tech and passive energy use is achieved by means of insulation, indigenous construction methods, and solar and wind orientation;
5) Space is maximally used and is therefore at a premium; a large open space is a luxury;
6) Car access is included where possible, but this is not a priority for shaping the urban realm;
7) Available means of ornamentation are used, even if it is only a variety in surface texture or brightly-colored paint.
The actual materials and energy use are a primary concern for self-builders. Nevertheless, my interest here is with the morphological aspects, which I wish to utilize for designing more mainstream planned cities.

Many of the central design tenets of the planned city are irrelevant for self-builders. Those include formal planning grids; straight lines; monumental buildings and vistas, criteria of architectural “style” and fashionable “design”, etc. In short, much of what characterizes a planned city is simply not a concern in creating an informal or vernacular settlement, which switches its priorities from those of the controlling class of society. Therefore, much of what is accepted as an indispensible part of “functional” design turns out to be gratuitous: materials used wastefully to project a certain industrial-modernist tectonic “look” that has nothing to do with human functions. (But human-scale ornament is essential and necessary).

It is in the vernacular/indigenous settlement that we find truly adaptive and sustainable design: passive solar energy use, indigenous construction, etc. This comparison reveals disturbing and stark contrasts between a population surviving on minimal or zero amounts of fossil energy, or on meager supplies of pirated electricity, versus glass skyscrapers brightly lit throughout the night in an ostentatious display of corporate and institutional hubris. The same can be said about the world’s petroleum supply being squandered by commuters driving around suburban sprawl.

A key connective difference exists between desperate slums versus healthier indigenous cities: the former belong to the Anti-network city, whereas the latter belong to the Network city. Poor residents who are connected to the rest of the city can easily survive, find work, and commute to it. But life becomes desperate for those who are totally disconnected.

**Forces set against informal settlements**

City-building needs to be understood from the forces – both good and bad – that drive it, and which pit profit-making against owner-built housing.

The world’s majority building activity has always been informal, and history documents a long and futile war against the ungoverned conditions of organic growth. The Spontaneous Self-built city is a solution, not a problem. It is built intuitively, following biologically-based and evolved rules. Today’s industrial-modernist architectural culture, whose existence depends upon deliberate design and planning by a professional caste, sees this organic process as apostasy and even as an existential threat. At some point, the industrial-modernist design paradigm decreed that people have to live in industrial block mass-housing. This seems extreme for current conditions, yet the idea lives on to subconsciously shape projects today. That decision has been softened but never repudiated.

As the eight-fold model demonstrates, an adaptive approach to design can be annihilated by its opposite. We have that situation here, because the culture of contemporary architectural academia simply cannot accept and learn from vernacular/indigenous (i.e. place-specific and self-built) architecture. You can easily verify this, especially when architecture students are asked to design or build interventions in the slums of the developing world. Those projects – done out of a concern to help – turn out to be totally out of context and painfully disdainful
of the local building culture. They embody an opposite worldview and tend to stick out like alien invaders.

We continue to apply the industrial design paradigm for reasons that are now purely economical (profit-driven). Massive building projects, huge buildings, and blocks of social housing are a goldmine for those engaged in the banking, construction, financing, and real-estate industries. This is true in efficiently run democracies. Honest profits are made from the “cementification” of the environment, and the only disadvantage lies in the product, which is unsustainable and often inhuman. But the actual situation is far worse: in many political settings around the world, “cementification” is anything but honest, and is favored because it offers the opportunity for political influence and corruption.

The power game of who gets to build large projects, and what typology will be applied, is decided by factors outside architecture. There is no broad power base that can fight for a human built environment. Certainly not government. Moral, religious, and cultural authority is insignificant today compared to the huge money interests that drive cementification, not to mention when the financial backing of organized crime enters the picture. If only there were some comparable force to guarantee a level playing field; then we would see far more human-scale development. Limited human-scale development does still occur, whenever a small or medium-size commercial developer decides to adopt new traditional design typologies. When developers become aware of the market trends valuing more human places, they understand that this demand translates into greater profits.

Unhealthy isolation of slums

Inadequate living conditions in a marginal settlement are due as much to the lack of connectivity as to the built form of the urban fabric.

The problems of the slum include network isolation: it is not usually part of the Network city. Even in cases where no physical boundary has been erected to isolate a slum from
the rest of the city, an inviolate psychological barrier exists on the ground, which defines the geographical boundary of the slum. As long as this boundary is respected, life activities continue on either side in parallel yet never mixing. But occasionally, one side decides to invade the other so as to expand its own territory, as was explained earlier.

Some slums have good pedestrian connections but very poor vehicular connections, hence they are isolated from private vehicular transport and from any public transport network. The medieval parts of Naples and many Arab-Islamic cities illustrate this isolation. This was precisely the problem that Baron Haussmann solved through his reconstruction of Paris, and Ildefons Cerdà did something similar in Barcelona. I don’t agree with their heavy-handed interventions (driven, in the case of Haussmann, by military considerations) that destroyed healthy urban fabric, but at least their respective results became parts of the Nourishing-physical city.

**Part 7: Identifying “bad” versus “good” city types**

**Problems with the Developer city**

*Developers need to move beyond post-war typologies that generate disconnecting environments, and begin to apply known and proven methods for creating living cities.*

With the exception of private houses in some regions, most major construction efforts are designed and get built by either the government or by private developers. Both cases require the project to be reviewed and approved by one or two government agencies, whose fundamental purpose is human wellbeing (or life-safety). Unfortunately, the building review is performed by individuals who keep to local or national building codes (i.e. safety systems within a building). Planning review for larger-scale projects is too often predicated on
infrastructure requirements and strict adherence to zoning laws that limit pedestrian/vehicle standards. Projects only need to meet the minimum standards to be approved and built.

Decision-makers are typically unaware of any larger aspect of human wellbeing, such as those elements that directly affect the quality of urban space. That occurs because contemporary society has no clear conception of a living city, or it erroneously condemns elements of living cities as something undesirable from the distant past. There are simply too few people that understand that need for good urbanism. It does not help that the dominant architectural culture, for over a century, has rejected traditional solutions. Investors who wish to make a quick profit from construction most readily accept this prejudice, which does not require them to adopt a deeper and more responsible attitude towards human sensitivities.

Short-term turnover of enormous amounts of money can kill the life in a city through a “destroy and replace” strategy. Common people naively believe that the Government will protect us from such negligent practices by way of building regulations and minimum property standards. However, the financial forces are so powerful that building regulations are influenced to conform to the industrial model. And so, when a project follows these standardized regulations to the letter, the result is an industrial modernism that serves the industry and not the essential needs of human beings. Still, those legislated zoning and construction codes have remained essentially unchanged since the end of the Second World War.

In recent years, form-based codes (described in a later section) have begun to make their way into the city-planning lexicon. Unfortunately, without a deep understanding of the components of form-based codes, local city planners apply these principles with the same image-based sensibility as an industrial-modernist architect, thus making them ineffectual.

With the continued privileging of image-based (i.e. formal) design, a group of investors retains a starchitect to help sell an extremely expensive (i.e. profitable) project. It seldom has anything to do with the immediacy of place. A related publicity campaign promotes the project to the population at large, promising them a place on the world’s stage and guaranteeing that their city or country will automatically be seen as “contemporary”. This

---

Fig. 12. A good mix occurs whenever a developer implements traditional design.
public relations trick is usually enough to give the go-ahead based on the starchitect’s media recognition. The reality is different: the new building or urban re-structuring could turn out to be mostly useless, as some cities have discovered after going bankrupt. The result is that a significant portion of a city’s or nation’s budget is wasted on a piece of fashionable sculpture: something adversarial to a nourishing built environment. Money that could be better spent on the city’s infrastructure is instead recycled into the pockets of the developers and construction companies. The mercenary architect gets his/her share for collaborating in this deception.

It is most unusual to apply moral values to city form. Nevertheless, the eight-fold model has an explicit dimension of “bad” (city types towards the left and on the bottom of the eight-fold diagram) versus “good” (city types on the top and right of the eight-fold diagram), with all gradations in-between. The criterion for judgment is the physical and psychological wellbeing of all users. The design mainstream, however, uses five very different criteria for judgment:

1) A set of prototypes is applied to urban form because some famous person said to do that;
2) Zoning and planning laws (exceeding their original purpose of separating noxious industrial activities from other more benign uses) become stylistic dictates that separate the linked activities of a living city;
3) Poor solutions are perpetuated and typologies become standardized even after multiple implementations find them to be deficient in their human responses;
4) We privilege an abstract sculptural approach to city form that ignores how humans move through, and react to forms, spaces, and geometries.

The Developer city that chooses not to use new traditional typologies and codes is instantly recognized by its unnatural “look-and-feel”. Even when buildings are made to look more natural and traditional, the result is often a poor imitation, because only superficial qualities are copied. No attempt is made to mimic the generative processes that grow a living city. Traditional rules for creating living structure have been followed poorly; but more often, the rules are totally ignored. This is because nobody understands the process, or feels that applying it is too time-consuming compared to building a standard ready-made box.

In an extractive global economy, such as we have today, industry pushes towards the largest scale. Commercial forces shape the same unsustainable and non-adaptive Inhuman city all over the world, with no concern for the civic realm or the individual. Not coincidentally, the same global companies and engineering firms are involved in far-flung projects. A handful of starchitects are its eager mercenaries. Financial backers like this business model because the projects are promoted using public relations images, and the starchitect’s name comes in handy. Governments go along with this model, drawn into the promotion scheme by their own ego and the promise of international prestige.

Developers make money in a framework defined by architectural culture, market forces, and government regulations. They respond to opportunities and are constrained by legislation put in place by the dominant culture. The current situation favors industrial systems on the largest scale, run by fossil fuel, and disconnected from the urban fabric. Financing,
insurance, leasing, management, and maintenance forces influence a developer to build either something healthy, or something unhealthy, usually for a comparable investment outlay. The decision of which one of these two ought to be built is made indirectly by society.

We should not lay exclusive blame on the developer or government for building the Inhuman city: it is society’s fault for supporting “design by image” and the wrong urban codes. Developers will take advantage of the uneducated masses (including those working for the permitting system, who wish to shun responsibility). Society as a whole is uneducated about design and has been trained to accept and even prefer non-adaptive structures. The only thing we can do now is to educate the public on the dangers of continuing to degrade our environment in this manner. Maybe the arguments presented here will eventually convince actors in city construction of the advantages of creating a living city.

Singular expressions and the architect’s dilemma

Getting a commission based on adaptive novelty has to rely on educating the public to value this instead of flashy and superficial novelty.

I am trying to empower every architect to adopt a step-by-step adaptive design method instead of the usual all-at-once gesture. To be successful, the feedback required for the interactive design operation presupposes a willingness to collaborate with factors other than pure individual artistic expression. But European and US culture privileges the singular, the flashy, and the obviously “new” instead of anything that resembles something copied from an old town. And people are not educated enough to recognize the difference between superficial copying and a design that has evolved to adapt to the conditions of a place.

To give morality and humanity back to the practice of architecture, the public needs to get beyond boosting the narcissistic starchitects. Those individuals have established the dangerous paradigm of selling “design that has to look like design”, i.e. by having their work’s value represented as a singular expression. By contrast, great architecture has a uniqueness that comes about from a synthesis of adaptive factors. Such creations are genuine works of art.
When designers are confronted by complexity, they feel they are not in control of the design process, and fear for their reputation. After understanding the mechanisms of systems and subsystems, architects have to convince the user of the long-term value of adaptive design. That’s the opposite of the “flash in the pan” value of singular, high-profile projects that turn out to fail after only a short while, or which are impossible to maintain. Those architects of singular buildings manage to convince clients of the prestige value of non-adaptive designs: both groups are selling the ideas behind the design method. The solid scientific work referred to in this paper provides the underlying support system for adaptive design that will make its application possible.

**Healthy fractal control of development**

A developer who wishes to create living environments can apply guidelines derived from an analogy with fractal structure.

The ideas behind the Fractal city laid out in this paper can help in one of the most pressing problems challenging city building today. That is when the Developer city joins forces with the Anti-network city. The diagnosis of the problem is the following:

1) Existing traditional settlements are not respected, either in architectural language, local materials, or human-scale urban street layout;
2) Priority is unthinkingly given to the industrial-modernist alternatives, both in the architectural and urban arenas;
3) The local government has given up trying to protect its heritage, and just lets global financing do whatever it wishes;
4) Even though authorities and dominant culture may identify and protect monuments, they do not recognize as architectural heritage the value of more modest buildings and complex landscape responsible for urbanity.

These problems have many origins, but some of them can be identified with the loss of a fractal distribution in the funding, the physical components of a project, the design elements, etc. Recall that a mathematical fractal contains many different scales, with their distribution skewed towards the smaller scales. Loss of fractality is characterized by the elimination of the smaller scales to leave only the largest scale. (This change happens dramatically in an electrocardiogram just before the onset of a heart attack! The normally complex signal suddenly simplifies to a single frequency.) In the urban context, so-called liberalization of urban construction simply opened the door to a new colonialism – an aesthetic hegemony – by global firms. Existing legal impediments to destructive urban re-structuring, which restricted construction to using the local vernacular, were lifted.

Placing all emphasis on the largest scale destroys the smaller and intermediate scales in a complex system, and fractality is then lost. At the same time, systemic stability is also lost because the scaling distribution becomes unbalanced. Normally, the many small and intermediate scales support but also hold the fewer large scales in check. Changing the natural balance among distinct scales switches the dynamics of the system from equilibrium towards
unsustainable growth or collapse. The result today is to give free reign to real estate developers backed by immense global capital; allow speculative building that consumes green land; permit the destruction of perfectly sound historical urban fabric to be replaced with cheaply-built industrial-modernist blocks, etc.

What is clearly needed is a new set of planning instruments that implement local control based on human-scale urbanism. Those constraints could resurrect legislation that was applied in the past to maintain a dynamic balance, now unfortunately lost. Globally-uniform architecture lobbies inflict most of the damage, and those can only be controlled at the local level by strong government oversight. Powerful entities such as shopping-mall networks have been lobbying to bury existing planning and tax-based legislation that protects existing smaller-scale retail. Local business – comprising multiple smaller and intermediate-scale components in the urban fractal – will obviously be obliterated by new shopping malls going up everywhere. The government leaves the smaller actors defenseless, so those cannot join together to oppose the all-powerful external developer.

The decomposition of complex systems

Even though practitioners don’t normally look at the underlying science of cities, they obtain widely different results according to how they conceive of a city’s components.

A city is a highly complex system, as was first recognized by Christopher Alexander [1] and Jane Jacobs [12]. We can approximate the process of generating adaptive complexity as seen in historical urban fabric, but that is impossible if we wish to design that degree of complexity top-down and all-at-once.

I have developed the theory of urban system decomposition elsewhere (see [36, Chapters: 5 and 7]). A general technique for understanding any complex system is to decompose it into separate subsystems, in a theoretical exercise that is not an actual, physical decomposition. The present paper decomposes the complex living city into eight distinct types. Each city type represents an individual complex system. It’s far easier to study the mechanisms/subsystems inherent in each of the types separately. After we understand the city types better, we can focus on combining them and interpreting the added (emergent) complexity resulting from their interactions.

The most widespread decomposition practiced today, however, is the worst of all: separating the city into mono-functional zones (industrial, commercial, residential, etc.) connected by high-use roads, and conceiving the city in terms of block buildings repeating monotonously on a plan. On the other hand, the best decomposition for accommodating the human scale is into subsystems such as the Network city (paths and roads connected on all scales, plus the network of linked urban spaces), and the Fractal city (the ensemble of all built structures existing in a balanced hierarchy of scales).

Declaring that the post-war program of urban re-structuring according to single uses was implemented with “good intentions” does not excuse the poor quality of the results. Unhealthy living environments that came from mixing industrial activities with human residential areas
gave rise to zoning standards, but did not demand total and unconditional separation to improve the situation. The problem of healthy versus unhealthy mixing is a complex one that requires a focused plan of attack. The cumulative damage that industrial modernism inflicted on the complex urban system includes:

1) A highly simplistic partitioning of the city into sub-parts (zones of a single function) that are themselves not functioning subsystems;
2) Physically separating the sub-parts, which kills the living system;
3) Selective suppression of several sub-parts that failed to satisfy ideological/political criteria;
4) Legislating codes that encouraged the developer and construction industries to implement those divisive changes on a massive scale.

We could alternatively decompose a city in terms of loosely-connected neighborhoods that individually contain essential urban life. Each neighborhood needs to be a viable Nourishing-physical + Fractal + Network city by itself (see [40]). A neighborhood is working if it has more internal than external connections; otherwise it is merely an assemblage of buildings (like a dormitory suburb) and not a subsystem. Those urban subsystems then connect into the larger-scale and more complex city (see [36]).

New traditional urbanism and “form-based” codes

A growing number of developers have discovered the life-enhancing qualities of traditional methods of design, and have successfully applied them in their projects.

In several places around the world, new traditional architectural and urban codes have recently been legislated into practice. “Form-based” codes constrain commercial developers to build urban fabric that obeys the human scale. Codes specify dimensional and relational constraints that reproduce older adaptive solutions specific to that location. Those solutions (derived from traditional urban forms) have been tried out and perfected over generations. Building according to such “form-based” codes generates a city that cradles life on all scales; hence it is reminiscent of older urban fabric (see [10, 15]; and my own chapters: [30, 36]).

Form-based codes are necessary but not sufficient to guarantee a living environment. You need all of the multiple contributions of the eight-fold model. Places that have form-based codes as part of their urban plan still need to decide where the functional aspects should be concentrated. Both the positioning and dimensions of commercial nodes (e.g. retail areas adjacent to transit stations) need to be right for that region to function. Otherwise, visually-attractive schemes are a hit-and-miss situation with empty commercial spaces because those are too large for the area, or because they are not centrally located to draw from the largest number of pedestrians.

Adaptive environments necessarily bear a strong morphological resemblance to older cities, because the same basic urban genetic material is being re-used. Individuals who crave superficial innovation at any cost fight new traditional urban development out of ideology. Economic forces nevertheless keep the movement alive. As promised by New
Traditional Urbanism’s promoters, the market value of the product is far higher than either conventional industrial modernism or suburban sprawl. Using form-based codes is much more lucrative to the commercial sector, which in turn can influence the local government to adopt them.

It is surprising how much good codes (when adopted by a city or region) can do to improve the living qualities of urban fabric over time. For example, a very simple observation by Christopher Alexander on the relative proportions of different areas according to designated use actually distinguishes living from dead city [3]. He measured a majority of today’s urban regions to typically have the rough percentage distribution of areas devoted to pedestrians-green-buildings-cars as 2%–28%–23–47%. In contrast to this, Alexander found that living urban regions have a very different percentage distribution of 17%–29%–27%–27%. The area devoted to green is about the same, but the pedestrian/car ratio is vastly different. Therefore, even a broad requirement that brings the actual percentages closer to the second case will improve things.

Finally, “form-based” codes institutionalize the human scale in urban design and planning. This point is psychologically important because insurance companies and financial institutions are reluctant to insure or finance something new. They automatically support tower blocks and suburban sprawl because all their offices and agents have been doing this for decades. That mindset is fixed in a set procedure so that even when natural disasters wipe out monotonous office towers and vast areas of sprawl, the governing process does not permit them being rebuilt as humanly-adaptive compact city. An opportunity to finally reconfigure our cities for the better will be missed unless the governing authority perceives reconstructing in an adaptive manner to be advantageous and bureaucratically “safe”.

**Computing the complexity of city form**

A theoretical lesson to generating an adaptive environment is that it necessarily comes from a sequence of design steps with feedback, but never all at once.

Criteria for judging the adaptability of cities are intimately linked to the complexity of urban structure. The traditional city reveals an incredible complexity that evolved from optimizing human use and adaptivity. A city that evolved to provide a “good” environment for its users built up a particular type of adaptive complexity. Understanding how to generate the correct, adaptive type of urban complexity will automatically lead to the preferred human-scale environment.

Can we reproduce in our industrial age the human living qualities of older, historical urban fabric, which evolved through multiple interventions over centuries? We should work to reproduce the positive human dimensions (i.e. feelings, sensations, belonging), and not simply the forms. We can learn to innovate with modern materials, means, and construction methods while focusing on human adaptivity. But industrial-modernist architectural and urban culture is mired in a deep belief in industrial production, and builds everything at once as a singular action. That turns out not to work without key adjustments.
A better alternative is to analyze the evolutionary development process as a sequence of adaptive computations. We can thus mimic the evolution of urban form towards adaptivity and sustainability before building it. The process is incremental, but there is no need to let it run for a lifetime. Overall forms evolve in computational time (see my chapter [39]). Most of the computations can be done virtually, with a few left open to implement adjustments during actual construction. Developers and builders rarely compute adaptations to the local climate, culture, and surroundings, and discourage the prospective owner from asking for any adaptive changes. There now exists an effective ban on plasticity of the design during the building process, since contractors demand exorbitant fees for changing anything during construction.

Evolved, computed complexity is mathematically distinct from any possible formal complexity imposed by planners on city form. An adaptive design results from a sequence of step-wise computations, each step interacting with what already exists on the ground and with the previous steps of the computation itself. Clearly, by bringing in all the countless factors and forces that shape the human environment, the resulting geometry will be highly complex. That complexity will not be random. Contrast this adaptive procedure to just building evenly-spaced blocks: that formal solution requires no computation at all!

Suburban tract houses are not much better than repeating blocks as far as computation is concerned. Developers repeat some minimally-computed house, even though that model may be totally inappropriate to the existing setting. *It has been computed for a different place.* Most serious is that any scale larger than the individual house is not computed at all. There is neither interactive adaptation of the space between houses, nor of any house clustering and neighborhood configurations. Those spaces remain either simplistic or arbitrary. There is in fact no civic realm in suburban sprawl, as the scale of design is fixed at the single house. Suburbia’s urban space adds up to a giant parking lot, which is what the streets eventually turn into.

Gaps in scaling where nothing is defined – for example, between the size of a single house and the entire suburban subdivision – negate any degree of urban coherence. Its skewed spectrum of scales condemns the simplistic geometry to become inhuman sprawl. Using a scaling rule developed by Alexander and myself [3, 36], Anssi Joutsiniemi classified urban forms in a very precise sequence of sizes. His work adapts an earlier hierarchy proposed by Constantinos Doxiadis, while confirming with incredible accuracy the scaling factor I had proposed as approximately \( e \approx 2.7 \) [13]. The point is that new projects that omit or erase the necessary smaller and intermediate scales create an Inhuman city.

**Enriching the urban experience through “fractal loading”**

*A basic experiential human need is to be exposed to stimuli on many different spatial and time scales, which coordinate with each other in the same way as the components of a fractal. Whenever the urban fabric and architectural environment promote interactions on a spectrum of time scales, then the phenomenon of “fractal loading” can occur. Activities*
and tasks on different time scales superimpose to make a complex positive interaction that is more pleasurable than performing each task separately (see Chapter 7 of [36]). In the process of “fractal loading,” the smaller scales load onto the larger carrier scale to create a fractal containing many scales together. The urban experience then resembles a symphonic combination where urban movement is tied to complex though nourishing information exchanges. A higher temporal scale – taking time to accomplish the main task – then also carries with it exchanges on many smaller temporal scales. For example, walking to an appointment along a street lined with interesting architectural elements and shop windows adds pleasure (from a multitude of short-term inputs) to a simple task.

A fractal in time composed of overlapping periods is a new concept to mainstream urbanism, which focuses primarily on the large-scale geometry, and tends to ignore time processes. Yet urban processes occur on a wide spectrum of temporal scales, from 1 sec to 50 years, with all the intermediate periods coordinated and supporting each other. Good urban planning does this, embedding flexibility to accommodate change in the longer time span.

After several decades of ignoring the temporal fractality necessary for vibrant human life, the intimate interaction between spatial and temporal fractalities is no longer understood. But unless the physical city is shaped according to an accommodating fractal spatial morphology, it cannot contain and encourage the actions that need to take place over the spectrum of temporal scales. It can never be truly alive. Businesses need to be complemented by residential and other uses to guarantee people coming and going at all times. By suppressing fractal structure, a city allows only movements and actions on a highly restricted range of periods. This is probably one of the most important, yet unknown, aspects of why traditional built environments work.

The city that privileges automobiles creates a non-fractal structure, because it predominantly contains lengths only appropriate to vehicular travel. The car city erases the livable human range of scales, so that the built environment broadcasts the visual message that pedestrians are out of place there. The older city centers of Barcelona, Istanbul, Marrakesh, and Vienna have an essentially fractal structure, having being built before anti-fractal urban design styles became popular. One of the key reasons that visitors find them so attractive is because they embody the nourishing effects of a Fractal city. Not only tourists but also local residents find those places highly enjoyable. They find the multiplicity of scales needed to fully engage with the environment.

**Pathological city types**

*If ours is an intelligent society, it must finally recognize that repeated application of the same failed typologies will inevitably lead to the same bad result.*

In this paper I’m trying to show the reader that most of what we dislike in today’s city was intentionally conceived, and is an inevitable consequence of deliberate decisions taken by our society. Changing one part of the system while ignoring the others is not going to be effective. It is impossible even to contemplate reform until we understand how the dominant
construction/financial system shapes our cities by creating unhealthy city types. Two city types cause most of the damage in preventing an adaptive urban fabric and human-scale built environment:

**TABLE: TWO PATHOLOGICAL CITY TYPES**

**ANTI-NETWORK CITY**

**INHUMAN CITY**

The Anti-network city situates buildings according to a plan that looks neat from the air, but ignores how those buildings are connected. That’s what happened with mono-functional zoning, which assumes that all connections are going to be long-distance ones. This extreme simplification of urban function implies a concomitant simplification of urban form. It was due to a conviction that the built environment should henceforth be designed intellectually, according to geometrical ordering that was presumably more “scientific”. But the urban fabric cannot form living complexity under mono-functional zoning, detached stand-alone buildings, or neat geometric repetition. There is a simple solution to this: legislate mixed-use zoning and other elements of neo-traditional urbanism.

The Developer city is not included in the above table of “Pathological City Types”. Despite the countless manifestations of Developer + Inhuman city built by commercial developers and governments, we do have examples of enlightened developers creating new traditional urban fabric that ranges from being acceptable, to highly attractive. The result depends on the codes and typologies that are adopted, which offers sufficient cause for optimism. A developer or government could decide to implement the design rules outlined in this paper to create a wonderful human environment in a Developer + Nourishing-physical city.

Designing for a total dependency on individual motor vehicles makes the isolating nature of everyday life unavoidable. The user lives in an environment that is socially limited compared to a Network city that includes pedestrian life. It is possible – indeed, one has no alternative to this – to drive to all functions and destinations, without interacting with any human being physically along the way. Human impatience and predisposition to use the easiest means of transport chooses to drive whenever possible. In the Anti-network city, people live in bubbles, with direct human interactions only when they get out of their car. Socializing is part of being human, but that component of life is now severely restrained by our built environment.

The Anti-network city turns over all connections to the automobile, which prevents the smaller network scales and signals the death of pedestrian connectivity. One of the original commercial purposes behind mono-functional zoning – to sell more cars – was introduced by Le Corbusier working for the auto manufacturer Gabriel Voisin. Mono-functional zoning was adopted by US car manufacturers, who bought up and then dismantled the existing tramways. (This is documented in the 1947 Federal lawsuit “United States versus National City Lines Inc.”) Eliminating an efficient system of light rail transport forced everyone to depend upon private automobiles. This action boosted the car and petroleum industries towards total economic dominance.
People’s love affair with their cars, and the tremendous personal freedom they confer, destroyed the pedestrian city. This is the key to what happened. Dominant culture aligned itself with the forces of the automotive and petroleum industries to drastically re-shape our cities. Everyone without exception thought that living in the countryside away from the city and its problems was a great idea, and supported it enthusiastically. We ourselves did that, and have no one else to blame.

The Inhuman city is implemented by a well-meaning government that is convinced by the spurious claims of economy represented by block housing. Monotonously repeating buildings provide the model for a significant portion of post-war construction. Whether state-sponsored or built by developers with the approval/support of local authorities, this model of living isolates individuals. It also wastes the space between the buildings, which is really unsuitable for human use (for geometrical reasons outlined in a previous section). The same holds true for endlessly repeating cookie-cutter houses in suburban sprawl: living qualities in the urban ensemble – outside one’s door – are incredibly poor.

In the industrial-modernist dream, the new society supposedly needed an entirely new form of the city. Architects put people into monstrous blocks, and then repeated those blocks indefinitely. Coming easily from industrially-inspired Russian Constructivism (born in a culture where people were a class of things that simply needed to be housed), the clean lines and simplicity appealed to architects as the perfect new expression for a “modern” world. Wishful ideas about roof gardens, concrete playgrounds, and a commercial fourth storey were implemented but failed miserably because their architects misunderstood how people actually live and interact. Those failures, incredibly, became part of design canon. The basic problems here are mathematical: monotonous repetition; elimination of fractal scales; severing connections; reversing the definition of urban space, etc. We may attribute all those epic errors to an obsession with reversing traditional urban morphology.

**Skyscrapers**

*Despite the truly enormous profits to be made from building vertically, the city suffers as a result of hyper-concentration.*

Our cities are under serious threat from skyscraper proliferation. Living urban fabric is being destroyed by the insertion of skyscrapers (see [25]). The problem with skyscrapers is that they exploit but never attempt to work with the complex system that supports them. They are conceived on the basis of detached static geometry, imposing a single oversize scale that is the antithesis of our system conception of multiple cooperating scales and networks. Skyscrapers ignore mechanisms such as networks, connectivity, biophilia, and fractals on the human scale. Their single dimension of flow is vertical: straight up, leading nowhere and connecting to nothing on top.

In the eight-fold classification, skyscrapers belong to the Developer + Anti-network + Inhuman city, a bad combination. Skyscrapers are linked to huge profits for a few persons who build them, to the detriment of a city’s life. They are a pure creation of the industrial-modernist
city, whose glittering utopian designs go back to the 1920s. Vertical stacking removes people from the urban web on the ground, thus severing social contact and preventing the random encounters that generate life in the city [12, 36]. A century of failed attempts has proved that social fabric cannot grow vertically after achieving optimal density (as in traditional settlements).

Perfectly sound high-density building stock of modest height in the city’s center is demolished. Its buildings could have important historical interest because they could never be duplicated today: the workmanship no longer exists and it would be far too expensive. Current residents are either moved elsewhere, or promised a flat in the new skyscraper. The promise does not simply comprise a new and maybe bigger living space; it offers a futuristic world of technology, steel and glass, a new lifestyle linked to the latest wonders. But what the developer never admits is that all living and social connections are permanently severed. The former life on the ground can never be resurrected, despite all the wildly optimistic promises.

A skyscraper or cluster of skyscrapers concentrates density by several orders of magnitude. The rest of the city remains the same, even if it is functioning properly (although in many cases it is already severely strained). Existing networks, infrastructure, and distribution of urban spaces are unchanged but now become overloaded. How does the city accommodate the vastly increased network needs of the skyscrapers? It cannot and doesn’t, because the added pressure overloads the existing system. The skyscraper is an architectural fantasy, created and built as if the rest of the city did not exist. Its drastic overloading effects are never balanced.

Skyscrapers generously provided with storeys devoted to parking are convenient, but are at the same time disconnected from the urban fabric. The inhabitants go from their condominium to their car in the basement parking and then out into the city. Thousands of people may live there, but seldom use the front door. All that design optimization in a skyscraper does is to stop people from participating in – and contributing to – a healthy urban fabric.

Yet architectural culture craves skyscrapers set in open spaces as symbols of prestige, progress, and prosperity. This idea has a powerful political and economic thrust, pursuing an ideology that imagines development occurring through futuristic and utopian images. The money behind skyscraper development rivals and oftentimes exceeds the power of local government to regulate it. Skyscrapers are an integral component of global finance, hence it makes little sense to criticize them using purely architectural or planning arguments.

Claims of energy efficiency tied to certain types of building certification are a nice marketing ploy for the skyscraper industry. As Michael Mehaffy and I have pointed out, glass-and-steel skyscrapers fail miserably in energy savings, despite what one reads in the media (see [31], Chapter 2: Why Green Often Isn’t). Our analysis of why the industrial-modernist skyscraper typology is not resilient predates the eight-fold model of this paper, yet is consistent with the incompatibility between skyscrapers and the Network city. A super-tall building cannot be a resilient component of the city because it doesn’t connect with the complex urban system in a mutually-beneficial manner.
Part 8: Reasons behind the Inhuman city

Designing the auto-dependent landscape

_We demand the freedom of mobility offered by the car, but have turned a blind eye to the momentous consequences this has had upon architecture and urban morphology._

Much thought and intelligence was applied after the 1920s to optimize the city for rapid vehicular movement. Along with the multiplication of cars and trucks came the expansion of urban components needed by the auto-dependent landscape: gasoline stations, car parks, garages, car dealerships, car washes, strip malls, giant surface parking lots surrounding big-box stores and commercial malls, etc. All of these require a lot of space, and succeeded in eliminating the human being from the physical city to create an Inhuman city (which is no longer a walkable city). Generations of planners did not reflect on the possibility that the auto-dependent landscape would replace the Nourishing-physical city (see [30]).

Now we know better and recognize the harm in the results. The street grid and building plots, however, have been fixed for decades to favor the auto-dependent landscape. In many places around the world highways and open parking lots define urban morphology. The very difficult task to correct this in order to bring back the human scale has already begun. Massive urban re-structuring to re-route roads and cut up superblocks again into smaller plot sizes is underway in many cites.

Even though the auto-dependent landscape is self-perpetuating (build on cheap agricultural land just outside the city, which spawns more cars, etc.), commercial developers have discovered lately that human beings still prefer a human-scale environment. The tremendous success of retrofitting urban pedestrian zones that compete with indoor malls has reversed a decades-long trend. We are now poised to begin to build the Nourishing-physical city once again. Hopefully, cities in the developing world that are ready to bulldoze their nicest human-scale environments (copying dismal planning mistakes from 50 years ago) will learn from this experience and work to retain these places.

But the change in the way human beings interact with the built environment drove a drastic reversal of architectural design. Detail, ornament, and structural coherence on the human scale are not experienced from a car, and they became irrelevant. Speed dematerializes the world. What make the greatest impact now are large-scale forms and flashy, shiny structures to draw our attention from a distance as we drive by them. Formal planning encourages the industrial-modernist architectural style, and gave birth to the built urban fabric we inhabit today. Commercial advertising jumped up in scale from modest lettering to huge signs all over the landscape, creating a visual cacophony that competes for our momentary attention.

This is the fundamental and unexpected change triggered by the dominance of the auto-dependent landscape. Intimate contact between people and the built urban fabric was disregarded, because we are enclosed in our car interior for most of the time. Nourishing urban space is irrelevant in a city whose primary purpose is to facilitate fast vehicular flow. We
go from home to car to work or store, and back again without experiencing the Nourishing-
physical city, so why take the trouble and expense to build it? We are fighting to implement
something that has all the appearances of a nostalgic anachronism, because we no longer need
it while living inside our cars.

A world hostile for children

By creating an environment in which children feel lost and threatened, our culture ranks with
those in history that have been cruel to their children.

Researchers confirm the unhealthy qualities of the Inhuman city. The most harmful
developmental effects occur with children. An industrial-minimalist world is no place for
raising children [9]. From birth to their late teenage years when they finally have access to
independent means of transport (i.e. young people can safely use public transport alone or
drive a car), children are prisoners in their apartment or house. Children cannot connect
to life in a fashionable contemporary “design” environment, and consequently suffer from
a biophilia deficit [14]. Those who cannot complain (i.e. children and the elderly) are
sacrificed to style.

The child’s world focuses on a spectrum of sizes that is much smaller than that of an
adult. The easiest place to see this is in active play spaces created by the children themselves.
Children love to play in alcoves, under tables, in spaces within spaces, and in cubbies
that correspond to their own physical size. The same fractal geometric qualities attract
children to experience and enjoy spaces outside, and they did construct such habitats –
for example, tree-houses – in past ages when children were allowed freely outside. Fractal
articulations found in older urban fabric, disappear from a world of sheer walls and large
abrupt structures. This deficiency tragically characterizes both interior and exterior spaces
“designed” for children.

Children experience the world totally with their emotions, instinct, intuition, and senses.
They are extremely sensitive to their environment. Unlike many adults, children have not
(yet) been conditioned by abstractions to override their basic emotional responses. At
the same time, the built environment has to physically protect them from dangers they have
not yet learned to pay attention to. A city that is good for children should allow and encourage
them to explore it, with conditions and restrictions. A house should join to its external urban
fabric in a way that a child can safely explore its surroundings. The design profession faces
a monumental task to achieve these requirements, because they are ruled out by auto-centric
preferences.

The Inhuman city reveals a failure and neglect to build the Nourishing-physical city, but
also a deliberate design strategy. Standard design solutions were implemented for so many
years and nobody complained, or, if they did complain, the architectural and urban culture
never listened to those outside their group. Both academics and practitioners are reluctant
to change the way they design, and conformist cultures ignore those with a different way
of thinking.
Many projects rely on tricks to get approved, yet neither the general public nor government authorities realize this; or they go along with the deception. We see gigantic building projects whose main aim is a cluster of skyscrapers in a totally unsustainable setting. (Where is the energy coming from? How do all these people connect to the rest of the city? Can the existing infrastructure handle the added strain?) Such projects are frequently coupled with a minor park presented in the media, with renderings showing smiling families and happy playing children. The real objective appears only as barely visible background on the renderings. Another trick is to have several stages of a towering project approved on the basis of the pedestrian realm and an attractive green park. Yet the first stage is always the skyscraper cluster. Once this is built, the subsequent stages are canceled, offering various excuses.

Architectural effects on the city

Architecture took a wrong turn when it adopted the machine paradigm based upon a total misunderstanding of both machines and human nature.

At the root of the contrast between the Inhuman and Nourishing-physical cities lies a program of formal conception whose supporting philosophy does not distinguish humans from machines. These two contrasting paradigms assume completely opposite architectures for their buildings and for the urban space networks those buildings reinforce. Working strictly within a formal design approach, it is very easy to remove biological qualities from our artifacts and from the built environment. People eventually get used to their absence, even though it’s not good for them. When citizens lose the power to react to their environment, someone can build the Inhuman city without opposition (For a trenchant criticism of the industrial-modernist city see [19]).

An unhealthy fascination with “design purity” eliminates the Fractal city by removing everything but the largest scales, which are inadequate to define a human environment. Lacking traditional solutions for creating intermediate spaces and protective semi-permeable borders, a city becomes both deadening and dangerous because specific protective barriers are absent. Bollards, colonnades, and arcades are deemed to be “geometrically impure” because they introduce fractal structure at smaller scales. But that is precisely the point of fractal design: the presence of coordinated elements on all scales including the human scale.

Persons raised and educated to believe that what looks futuristic, industrial, and minimalist is “good” will come up with persuasive arguments for why such things should be built. This image-based design replaces older (but perfectly functional) urban fabric that only requires some regular repair. Or the exciting “look” of the superficially new and fashionable wins instead of a far more human, adaptable, and sustainable design during competitive selection. Decades of publicity about the claimed wonders of novel-looking industrial designs seduce politicians. Academics believe in the redemptive value of such designs, ignoring scientific evidence that those might be causing anxiety, psychological stress, and could be repelling people from urban spaces.

The fantasy of “modernization” by means of 1920’s industrial-modernist images adds to the various forces shaping the city in a negative direction. Unfortunately, both the Inhuman city
and the Anti-network city are emotionally and perceptually linked to “progress”, thus making them attractive and desired. Those two negative city types remove the human spatial and time scales. Inserting structures belonging to the Inhuman city into an existing Nourishing-physical city, in the mistaken belief of “modernization”, destroys healthy components of the city in that location.

One would expect that research into this fundamental matter – which city types enhance human life, and which are unhealthy in the long term – would be the profession’s priority. That’s not the case, because formal industrial-modernist typologies are entrenched in the contemporary design process, leaving little possibility for reconsideration or revision. Architectural culture has invested all of its efforts over one century to try and justify those choices. It condemns healthy city types by saying that they look too “old-fashioned”, while it praises unhealthy types that look exciting and technological, never considering the possibility of harmful effects on the users.

Fig. 14. Unhealthy city types add, because they share the same negative qualities

In an ironic twist, the powers that profit from building the Inhuman city have now stuck the label “sustainable” on their product. Like any deceptive marketing gimmick, this is part of the drive to continue what the industry has been doing for decades, which is to build poorly-adapted environments. But it is a clever ploy that deceives the public into believing that extremely expensive industrial materials can add up to a sustainable building. Quite the contrary, true sustainability occurs when energy wastage is minimized, both in extracting and transporting the building materials, and in the upkeep and running of the urban fabric (see [20]). Whenever you see a building with the “high-tech” look, don’t believe its optimistic claims for sustainability (see [31]).

**An inadequate education system**

*New architecture students taught science-based design information, such as is contained in the eight-fold model, would be the generation that can have the greatest effect.*
What hope is there for more human (and genuinely sustainable) cities in the future? That depends entirely on the new generation of designers. Are schools teaching the tools that will help students understand how a city works, and how its morphology encourages life? We seem to be stuck in the sculptural paradigm, which is a hit-and-miss proposition. We continue to teach failed industrial-modernist urban typologies simply out of inertia and resistance to change. Because of their antiquated education, urban designers are influencing the way things are actually built less and less. In practice, market forces or the government do exactly what they want.

A major problem with today’s design education is that it distances students from analytical thought processes, substituting them by so-called free creativity. Students are made to spend all of their time making miniature models and designs, without having developed any pragmatic basis for evaluating their models. That’s simply not part of the current curriculum. It is now standard practice to propose a form, choose it in a competition, and then build it, without ever evaluating how it will affect users. Even though practicing architects are often contractually obligated to perform evaluations, students are misleadingly taught never to be concerned to evaluate a building or urban space before or after it is built.

There are in fact three fundamental criteria for judgment that students must learn to become more responsible practitioners:

1. A theoretical basis of which urban geometries work and which don’t;
2. Methods for the mathematical analysis of urban form;
3. Techniques for experimental evaluation (before implementation) of how a design will probably affect the user after it is built.

A fascination with the strikingly “new” can have seriously negative consequences for both the profession and users. Those who enjoy this type of visual innovation don’t care to investigate whether or not it provides a human living environment. To justify their personal aesthetic preference, academics invent “explanations” for monstrous, inhuman buildings and urban forms, and architectural critics promote them with well-written propaganda. To boost the novelty approach, exquisitely adapted vernacular/indigenous architecture is fervently and methodically debased. This practice is not only dishonest, but it has, over the years, eroded the honesty of the discipline itself (see [26]).

Nonsensical statements from individual architects justifying their own non-adaptive buildings and urban projects are taught as “architectural theory” to students. Architecture students, not unreasonably, trust their professors, even when their professors feed them marketing hype instead of tested knowledge. Consequently, the science of design has become progressively buried under a cloud of jargon and untruths. Absent the normal criteria of verification, discussions turn to cult authority and ideology for support. This has the deplorable effect of marginalizing the small practitioner, who is forced to conform to the wave of fashion, even though that’s very poor architecture.

How do we fix this? My goal in this paper is to build living cities, not to reform irresponsible architectural education. We need massive curriculum re-structuring and a re-orientation of educational values. This process can only be market-driven; that is, the public has to demand human-scale cities, and then government planners, regulatory boards, developers, contractors, and construction companies will have to follow the popular demand. The last
institution to be affected by this change is going to be the schools, which might be obliged to abandon teaching useless and even harmful ideas, and replace them with tested results such as those presented in the eight-fold model.

Conclusion

We now have the design knowledge to build a wonderfully adaptive living environment, once we abandon prejudices and techniques that don’t work well.

This paper introduced eight abstract city types and discussed their interaction and opposition in different contexts. Step towards controlling the forces actually responsible for the cities we live in were outlined. Even the most powerful forces shaping urban form could be directed towards generating a more human environment, once the majority of urban players understand the advantage of doing so. By contrast, those same forces can destroy city form (that is, create an inhuman and unhealthy city) if we judge a rendering only by its imageability, ignoring the possible consequences of the final result for human life.

I suggest a three-step path toward cities better adapted to human uses and sensibilities:
1. Research: discover scientific reasons for city form and urban processes;
2. Education: learn from facts and do not be misled either by ideology or by special interests;
3. Application: convince decision-makers to build human-scale cities and resist the allure of fashion.

The few recent examples of where this program was implemented successfully are all traditional. Those projects were commercially-driven, and turned out to make large profits for their investors. Small-scale developers have built the best examples. Traditional architectural forms were employed together with form-based urban codes, to great success. All that was needed was to extract the form-based codes from existing living urban fabric. After an initial reluctance of government permitting boards, those innovative projects went through. Much more resistance came from academic architectural culture, which mounted a massive effort to discredit neo-traditional developments. It pushed instead its own newly-disguised industrial modernism in a green setting, deceptively re-labeled as “Landscape Urbanism”.

Finally, we need to confront the massive cultural forces that drive a city to conform to abstract images. That, in fact, is how cities and city regions are built whenever large money/power interests drive speculative construction. Recognizing those forces and re-directing them towards a more adaptive and healthy built environment is a matter of life and death for cities. And why should we consider opposing this trend? Because at the time of writing, mainstream urbanism is following an image-based and unscientific conception of the city, and the Inhuman city is unhealthy for its inhabitants! At the same time, such cities are unsustainable, and represent ticking time-bombs that will become unusable because they are too expensive to run.
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